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ABSTRACT 

This study sought to investigate the factors affecting pricing strategies of selected 

consumer goods in the retail market. The study was limited to supermarkets located in 

Nairobi, and had tw obj tiv , namely 

1. To id ntify the factors that affect pricing strategies. 

2. To analyze how prices vary with the age, size and the perceived consumer 

buying behaviour. 

To achieve the objectives, a semi-structured and undisguised questionnaire was 

developed in order to obtain data to fulfill the first objective, while price variations of four 

selected consumer goods were observed over the study period for all the 22 supermarkets 

studied, in order to get data for the second objective. The basis for selecting the consumer 

goods were their relative availability and variability, so that the four were those with the 

highest availability and variability, from an initial ten items. 

The supermarkets were categorised on the basis of three factors, namely the age, 

size and location, in order to permit comparisons along these lines. 

Results indicated that competition was the most important factor affecting pricing 

strategies, [! \low d y handling and selling costs, and demand consideration, respectively. 

The importance of these factors was also found to vary according 

(\' iii) 



to the age. si1.e and location of the supermarket. Although supermarkets were found to he 

sensitive to the perceived consumer buying behaviour as during spec i a I occasions such as 

christmas. they concentrated more on satisfying the anticipated high demand rather than 

adjusting the prices. although special offers were quite common . 

The study al so found that most of the known pricing strategies arc applied at 

vnrying degrees among the supermarkets. depending on their age. si7.C or location . 

Prices of the consumer goods studied were found to vary according to the age. size 

and location of the supermarkets. and in particular. it was established that 

Prices of small supermarkets tended to be slightly higher than those of large 

supermarkets . 

Prices of young supermarkets tended to be slightly lower than those of older 

supermarkets . 

Prices of supermarkets in the city centre were found to .be significantly lower than 

those of supermarkets in Wcstlands and 1\urlingham. 

These findings thus lead to the conclusion that prices are directly proportional to 

the age, and inversely proportional to the si7.e of the supermarket. 
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CHA1)TER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Price may be defined as value expressed in terms of shillings and cents. or any other 

medium of exchange (Stanton and rutrcii,I9S7). Kotler and Armstrong( 19lJJ) define 

price as the amount of money charged for a product or service. It is the sum of values 

that consumers exchange for bel'.efits of having or using the product or service. 

Pricing is considered by many to he the key activity within the capitalist system nf free 

enterprise and innuences the cost for the factors of production . namely land. labour. 

capital and entrepreneurship. 

Research has found that the most common pricing objectives arc pricing to achieve 

a target return on investment. stabilization of price and margin . pricing to achieve a 

target market share, and pricing to meet or prev.ent competition (Peter, Donm:ll y. and 

Tarpey. 1982). Pricing strategies are one of the most important aspects of a retai I firm· s 

overall strategy, and pricing decisions are an important component of thl' store's 

marketing strategy. and strongly influence its ability to appeal to target consumers 

effectively (Davidson, Sweeney, & Stampn, 1988). 

Pricing strategies require marketing manager to go beyond the classical law of 

demand and supply as the sole determinant of price to a situatton ''here he can 

manipulate the prices in the market in response to changing mar~<.:t st tuations Pt icc is 

ne f the four major variables that the marketing manager cotl!H Is . and pricing 



decisions affect both the firm's sales and profits. Thus, pricing must be taken seriously 

(McCarthy and Shapiro, 1979). 

Marketers adopt different pricing strategies in order to win the consumers. and from 

a strategic management point of view, the whole idea of business is SUCCESS in a 

competitive environment in which every marketer is competing for the customers who 

dctennine their success. Most of the studies done oh pricing strategies are based on the 

American or British ftnns where the economies are more free than the Kenyan economy 

(Nelson & Preston, 1966; Holdren, 1960; Webster, 1978; Spekman & Louis, 1979; 

McCarthy & Shapiro, 1987; and Stanton & Futrell, 1987). Some of the studies done 

locally focus on manufacturers (Shumbusho. 1983 and Odera. 1992) but not the pricing 

in relation to the perceived consumer behaviour at the retailer level. 1\ most recent 

study by Karemu (1993) focused on the strategic management practices in the retailing 

sector, with emphasis on supermarkets. The current study is much more focused and 

emphasises pricing strategies in the retail market. 

In the Kenyan situation. many consumers usually do their purchases at month end 

or during occasions such as hristmas and Easter holidays. This can he confirmed from 

surveys done by the Newspaper reporters , which show that there is mass shopping 

during these seasons (for example, Sunday Nation Lifestyle, December 22,1996 page 

2). In an article by Gatonyc Gathuma entitled ' Small is the answer to lean time's Stress 

(Business Week,Daily Nation, January 21, 1997. page 8), he argues that many Ken yans 

only do purchases once, that is buy in bulk at the end of the month in supermarket<; and 

later shift to the kndogos (small packages as opposed to the giants I the 1980's) in the 



kiosks in the neighbourhood . This is because many people derive their income from 

salaried employment and the income is hardly enough to sustain the person through the 

month. Per capita income in K n a is Us$ 275 as compared to US$ 25,880 in USA 

(Central Bank of K nya. Octob r, 1996) and US$ 4.000 in Malaysia (East !\ frican 

Standard Business Finane , I ecember 17 , 1996, page l) . Thus the purchasing pattern 

in Kenya is certainly different from the US/\ situation. 

The demand and supply of various commodities in the supermarkets differ from time 

to time in the year. During Christmas (December), demand for foodstuffs (for example. 

wheat flour, fat, and sugar) and gifts (for example, flowers and Christmas cards) 

increases. In January demand for school materials and uniforms increases as schools 

open. Since the retailers are interested in maximising profits while at the same time 

seeking to maintain customer loyalty in a highly competitive environment, they are 

expected to respond to these changes in various ways, among which is through their 

pricing strategies. 

The common pricing strategies used by many manufacturers and retailers include 

Discounts nnd allowances: In this case, the manufacturer reduces the price of the 

product from the list price, or gives some form of free merchandise to the buyer . 

Geographic Pricing Strategies: These include uniform delivered pricing strate 1 ies 

(same price to all buyers, regardless of their location) and Zone delivered ]Hieing 

(seller's market is divided into a limited number of geographical 7ones,ancl diff erent 

prices charged in each ?one). 

l<.imming and Penetration: Skim -the-cream trategy involves setting a hi h price 



within the expected range of prices, while penetration strategy involves setting a low 

initial price to reach the mass market immediately. 

One Price and Flexible Price trntegies: One Price strategy involves setting the same 

price to all customer ~ r th am quantity of a product, while flexible price strategy 

involves payment f different prices by customers for the same quantity of a product, 

depending on their bargaining ability. One price strategy is more commonly used in 

supermarkets than flexible price strategy. 

Unit pricing strategy: This is a retail price - information reporting strategy that has 

been applied largely by supermarkets. For each separate product and package size, there 

is a shelf price indicated. 

Price lining strategy: This involves setting a limited number of prices at which a store 

will sell its merchandise. For example, several styles of shoes at sh. 599 a pair, another 

at sh. 699 and so on. 

Resale Price mahttenance Strategy: Applied mainly by manufacturers who provide 

suggested list prices to retailers. The retailers are free to charge above or below the 

suggested price, although some manufacturers try to control the price as much as 

possible. In Kenya, for example, the Coca Cola Company closely monitors the prices 

of its products to ensure they are maintained as recommended. 

Leader Pricing trategy: Involves temporary price cuts of a few items to attract more 

customers in the hope that as customers come to buy the leader items, they will stay to 

buy ther regularly priced merchandise and lead to increased ale volume and net 

pr fit. 
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Psychological Pricing strategies: Price lining, prestige pricing above competitive 

levels, and raising too low price in order to increase sales are some examples. Another 

strategy is odd pricing strategy in which prices are set at odd amounts, for instance sh. 

995 rather than h.lOOO, or h. 499 rather than 500. There is little concrete evidence 

to support th r tail r' belief in the value of odd prices, as studies have reported 

inconclusive results (Stanton and Futrell, 1987). 

Supennarkets have one unique feature in that prices of their products are fixed and 

there is no room for bargaining for lower prices by the consumers. Thus it would be 

interesting to find out how they go about their pricing strategies. Studies done so far 

show that prices of similar products vary significantly within local market areas. 

Examples of these studies include Holdren(1960), who studied 8 stores and found a 

difference of about 10% between the lowest price chain and the highest price 

independent supermarkets; Preston(l963), who studied 11 supermarkets in Northern 

California and found a maximum of 12% separating indices of advertised prices; and 

Nelson & Preston (1966), who found a 10% difference between the highest and lowest 

priced stores, with an average price differential of about 3 %. All these studies found 

chain prices to be lower than those of independents, and unaffiliated stores to have the 

highest prices. Reasons commonly advanced for the low prices among the chain stores 

is that chain and large retail organizations have a high buying power and operational 

efficiency. They also operate under rigid and innexible pricing strategies where prices 

are fixed at the headquarters, unlike independents which vary their prices according t 

demand. Price were als found t be inver el related t size f the rganizati n. 
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The economic set up in Kenya is different from the Western economies, and in 

particular, the Kenyan shopper is typically a low income earner as compared to his 

counterpart in the West, and the c ncept of supermarket stores in Kenya is fairly new, 

the oldest supermark t having d v loped in the 1970's, with only a few established in 

the 1960's (Kar mu , l ). The original supennarkets in America had their beginnings 

in th !at l 20's, v hile those in Britain began in the 1950's (Mason & Mayer,l981). 

Preliminary re earch shows that most of the Supermarkets get price guidelines from 

the manufacturers , and so either add or subtract something from this recommended 

price. Several factors affect this crucial strategic decision-making process. Some of 

these factors include 
' 

Demand considerations: Prices are affected by the demand of an individual item, and 

items with high demand elasticities tend to show greater price variations. 

Competition: A firm may lower its prices in order to take business away from rivals . 

Resale Price maintenance: The man~facturer determines the suggested price at which 

an identified item is to be resold. 

Leader Pricing: The retailer sets a limited number of predetermined price points at 

which merchandise will be offered for sale, and pricing then becomes largely a matter 

of selecting appropriate items for each retail price line. 

Odd Pricing: This leads to minor adjustments in markups that may have been 

determined appropriately on some other basis. 

1ultiple - nit Priciug: Involves combining items such as plates (dining set) or cups 

(c ffee et and ffering a ingle pnce, ' hich' uld be different fr m a unit pric f 



each item. 

Handling and selling costs: These costs vary from item to item, and so different items 

will have different price markups or markdowns, depending on the associated cnsts. 

Buying bcncOts: Retailers oft n obtain quantity discounts when purchasing large lots. 

There arc opportunities to negotiate special concessions when taking on a new line of 

merthandise or in bu ing at the end of a season. This affects the final price of an itcln . 

The interest in this study is to find out the relative importance of these factors in as 

far as they interfere with pricing strategies among retailers in Kenya . and also 11y to 

lind out if there are any other factors that innuence the pricing strategies. 

I .1.1 Some mistakes in pricin~: 

Non price fnctors have become more important in buyer-choice behaviour in tecent 

decades. Price hns generated a lot of interest because it is the onlv clement in the 

marketing mix that generates revenue . All the other clements represent costs. 

Furthermore. pricing and price competition have been rated as the number one pwhlcm 

facing marketing executives (Marketing News. 1986) . Pricing is an atca that has been 

widely rersearched on (Gabor and Granger.1961: Shapiro,1973: Nault.197R. and 

Sirnon.l979), but in spite of all these. no well developed body ot experience hac; 

resulted in rules of thumb to guide pricing (Randall & Bailey , 197Rl. 

Kotler and Armstrong ( 1993) desribc the most common mistakes made by 

companies and individuals in their pricing as 

-Pricing that is too coc;t oriented, 

-Pricin that ar not rcvis ·d often enough to rcnect 111arl-.ct chai1 1L'"· 
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-Pricing that does not take the rest of the marketing mix into consideration. <llld 

Prices that are not varied enough for different product and market segments. 

Kenyan marketers are not an exception to these weaknesses. and quite often set 

prices without s ri us I having any long term strategy. They often se t prices that arc 

meant to take care of th short term profits, without much regard for the future. The 

classical pricing model asserts that prices allocate goods and services in the market 

place, and it is from this that we have the economic theory called the Law of demand, 

which asserts that the quantity demanded is inversely proportional to price. 

However, this is based on the postulates of a rational consumer, who has full 

knowledge of the available goods and substitutes, a limited budget. and a singular drive 

to maximise his utility (Kotler and Lilien, 1983). We know that the consunH:r is not 

always rational and may at times act irrationally, thereby violating this law. What this 

means is that pricing is not as easy and straight forward as this law tends to imply . It 

requires a lot of skills and care. and an understanding of the consumers and the general 

marketing environment. This is what causes difficulties in the pricing process. 

Price and brand are two important factors influencing the consumer's purchase of 

products or services. Price is important because it is regarded as a measure of 

merchandise worth, and along with brand , is one of the most important ways of 

estimating quality (Mason and Mayer, 1981 ). At the level of primary dernand. 

consumers appear to have ranges of acceptable prices for products : so that prices either 

too low or too high are objectionable . This is because too low prices ate associated 

\Vith p or quality. 
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Rearch has also shown that when buyers arc given a range or choices in prices, 

they are most l ikely to choose middle priced items. Thus, management can influence 

the product choices that are perc ived as middle-priced . This works best for retailers 

who use price lists or pric catalogs . . ustomers whb find it difficult to compare the 

prices of individual items dir ectly tend to generali se from overall pric <.: image or a store . 

Managem ent. in their pricing policies , should thus consider not only the pri cing of 

individual item, but also the need to develop a favourable overall price image (Whea tley 

and Chiu, 1977). 

There are two main theories in retail pricing , namely W eber' s law and the Fair 

price hyphothesis . Weber's law simply indicates that at higher price levels , a greater 

change in price is required to influence consumer behaviour. The f'air - price 

· hyphothesis states that the consumer's perception of price is influenced more by the 

concept of a fair price for the the product than the degree of price difference (/\zhor i 

and Carrman, 1977) . According to Weber's law, retailers must provide markdowns of 

at least 20% of the old price in order to have impact on consumer perception . if the 

price reduction is less than that provided under the law then the promotional strategy 

should probably be on quality and other distinguishing features of the product other than 

price. However, if the reduction in price is significant with respect to the absolute price, 

as compared with the prices of competitive products, price probably should be 

emphasised in advertising. In one experiment, it was found that when the retail selling 

price of an item was lowered t 15% helm: the manufacture's suggested list price, there 

was a major increase in the attractiveness of the brand to consumers( arson. 1976) . 
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Markdowns should be handled with care as consumers probably do not npect 

appreciable markdowns on certain items such as luxury items. and may begin to doubt 

product quality if the price is slashed. 

1.2. t.nku · 

Since upennarkets act as the link between the manufacturer and the consumer. 

they are expected to come up with pricing approaches that foremost reflect the 

manufacturer's recommended price,aml then provide a margin for their prolits or 

whatever is their pricing objective . 

It is amazing how supennarkets come up with very different prices for the same 

product that has been supplied by the same supplier. For example. why would Uchumi 

have a different price for Kasuku than Ukwala supermarket. given that they both get 

this product from the same supplier?. Is it because of the diffen.:llt relative ages or 

sizes of the supermarket?. These different prices among the supermarkets are a 

manifestation of different pricing strategies. What are the factors that influence these 

pricing strategies?. 

Looking at the previous researches, a gap in research clearly comes out as these 

questions seem not to have been addressed. and this is the essence ol this study . ~ 1an y 

studies have been done to underscore the importance ol pricing strategies in the retailing 

sector. but the evidence draws mainly from the developed economics. and very little hac; 

been done in Ken) a, a developing country. Some studies such as humhusho ( 19 .3 l and 

ha,:all7i (I 991) touch on ce na in aspects ol strategic management. \\'hi lc Aosa · s stmh 
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( 1992) is based on the strategic management in the private sector. Karemu 's study 

(1993) narrows down to analyze the strategy practices in the retailing sector. but does 

not attempt to establish the factors that affect. the specific strategic practices. In deed. 

she admits that the focu. of her study was rather wide, and recommends a more focused 

study based on pccific aspects of the strategic management practices, to give a deeper 

insight into the strategic management practices in Kenya. 

In one study (Holdren, 1960), price was found to be inversely related to size, 

while according to llollander( 1960), old supermarkets should have higher prices than 

young ones. All these need to be tested in Kenya, where strategic management practices 

among retailers are not very advanced ( Karem u, 1993) . 

Studies done so far have been so generalized that it would be unrealistic for anyone 

to assume that the results hold both for manufacturing and retail firms alike . The 

present study confines itself to the pricing strategies and seeks to establish the factors 

that affect pricing strategies in the retailing sector. 

Factors that may affect pricing strategies have been documented, and the purpose 

of this study is to identify these factors in terms of their relative importance in the 

Kenyan situation. This is because most of the studies were done in the 1960's and were 

based on Western developed economies. The studies concentrated on establishing 

differences in prices among different categories of stores, but failed to consider the 

factors that inlluenced pricing strategies. en where the factors ha vc been i\ en. the rc 

ts n research evidence to show the relative importance ( treng.ths) of the 'arious 

factors. 
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The relationship between age and price can be explained by the phenomenon known 

as the Wheel of Retailing,first suggested by McNair (1938), and later discussed by 

Hollander ( 1960) . According to this ph nomenon, innovators in retailing first appear 

as low margin, low pt ic op rat or , but later upgrade their facilities and services. and 

mature as high co. t, high priced retailers. This is particularly so for items with high 

elasticities of demand. those reaching a wide cross section of consumers . Another 

supporting point is that older supermarkets have established customer loyalty and can 

therefore sustain higher prices, as opposed to smaller stores, which need to attract 

customers by offering smaller prices. 

Since the study is based on a limited geographical area covering only part of Nairobi 

city, the effect of convenience of location and di,fferences in operating costs wi ll be 

assumed minimal. However, a categorization of the supermarkets based on their 

location will also be done to try and find out relationships between price and age within 

each location. The effect of other factors when relating age and size with price will also 

be minimised by use of averages of size and age. 

1.3. Objectives 

The objectives of this study are two, namely; 

I. To identif the factors that affect pricing strategies, 

2. T analyze hm prices vary with the age, size and the 

b ha lOUr. 

perceived con umer buying 

Wh n we talk abo It con umer hu ·ing b 'haviour, we m an th pattern of purchasin 1 



exhibited by the consumer in a week, month, or the year. Generally, there is more 

shopping during the week end as compared with the other days of the week, and more 

shopping during Christmas and ·ast r as opposed to other seasons of the year . 

The reasons for thi ar that many consumers are busy during the week and 

prefer to sho1 dutin, the v eek end 1 Kenya has adopted a five-day working week in 

mo t sector I; m t working Kenyans get their money at the end of the month and either 

shop during the last week of the month or the first week of the following month: while 

.hristmas and Easter holidays have become the undisputed festive seasons. not only in 

Kenya but all over the world, particularly the christian countries. Christmas tends to be 

more important than Easter as far as shopping is concerned, and more consumers do a 

lot of shopping for that season. These facts are known to many businessmen ami we 

expect them to respond to this, either by adjusting their prices,or other marketing mix 

elements in order to meet the increased demand. 

1.4. Importance of the study 

The results of this study will be very useful to consumers who do their shopping 

in these supennarkets, as it will guide them in predicting where to expect lower prices 

of most goods at different seasons of the year, depending on the age and/or size of the 

supermarket. Marketing managers will at o benefit in identifying the correct pricing 

strategy that\ ill give the supermarket a competitive edge over the others, that 1 . • one 

that heats the comm n practice of the other c mpetitor . 



1.5 Assumptions 

The study assumes that: 

i. All Supermarkets get pt i guidelines from the manufacturers for the products 

under inv ti ali n. Thi is based on the admissions of most of the supermarkets 

vi it d. 

ii. No relation hip exists between size of the supennarket and its age, and the oldest 

supermarket need not be the largest. The basis for this is that although new 

organizations are typically small, largeness and old age do not guarantee 

longevity (Whol\ey & Brittain , 1986) 

1.6. Defmitions 

i. Age: Defined here as the length of time (in years) the supermarket has been in 

business as a supermarket in Nairobi. The average of the ages will be used as 

the threshold and supermarkets above the average will be considered old while 

those below the threshold will be classified as young. 

ii. Size: A measure of the volume of business handled by the supermarket. llere, 

size will be measured in terms of the number of branches the business has in 

Nairobi, the total number of employees, the number of check-outs, the total 

floor space, and the sales tu mover. Average ales or floor space wi II be u ed as 

the threshold to differentiate between small and large store . Thi approach ha 

een u d widely in the past (l air mple & Th mp n, 196 , Karemu 19 ). 
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111. Supermarket: A large scale departmental n:tailing institution offering ;1 \'aricty 

of merchandise. and operates on a self service basis . '' ith a min11num of 

customer service (Stanton and hrtrcll. 19H7). This dclinitron \\'ill he <lduptcd 

lor purposes nl tim study. 

rv Pricin' stratc~ics descri be the systematic process in \\'hich the marketer sets 

prrccs for lm products . usually with the ultimate ~oal or m;tkin~ profits in the 

lon~ run (Davidson. Swecney.and Stampll.l988). 

1.7 ~ll 

rhis study covers supermarkets based in Nairobi's city ce ntre. \\'cstl;11tds. and 

llurlingham . rhis is because over 50o/c of all the supermarkets located in Natrohi arc 

found in these areas. where sorne of them have numerous branchc~ . 

The study is divided into live chapters as lollo\\'s: 

( 'haptcr one givrs an overview or the study. statt·rnent uf the prllh\cm. uhtn tl\ cs: as 

\\ell as the Importance of the study and the assumptions. 

In chapter t\\ o. a wide revie\\' of the literature is given rnarnly in the ;11cas of 

retailing. history of supermarkets in Kenya. pricing strate~ies used hy many fr1ms ami 

internal/external factors altecting p1 rr1cing. Chapter three dlsLwises tht· IL'<..l'arL h 

lrame\\(llk, population of the stud •. <llld data collection method 

In chapter lour. data anal} sis and findin~s arc )!I\ en." hill' Lhaptl'l II\L' fl\l'Ci 

umm:u ·and conclusions to the study. as \\ell as hrnit<Hions and sug •esllons ft'l further 

rc carch . 

I~ 



"'IIAPTER II 

REVIE\V OF TilE LITERATURE 

2.1.0 Rctnlllng 

Many theories have been advanced to explain the evolution of retail stores. 

among which are the following: 

i. The Wheel of Retailing 

This is used to explain the growth of retail stores and in a way may he used to 

relate price with the age of the store. The Wheel of retailing essentially consists of four 

separate hyphotheses (Goldman.1978), as follows: 

Ill : Institutional innovations in retailing penetrate the system on the basis ol price 

appeal. 

112: The lower prices characterising the ne\ institution are achieved through a select inn 

in operating coste; made possible by the elimination of store services and the lcl\\ cring 

of the store standing and quality. 

113: After establishing itself in the retailing system, the ne" retailing institution engages 

111 a 1 roccss of trading up . 

It : 1 radin 1p is th · cau ol th · appcaram:e ol nc\\ institutions in 1ctailin 1 • 



Some persons argue that the movement of the wheel of retailing is slowing, and 

contend that many retailers are now tailoring their outlets to match specific wheel 

positions and intend to remain th r . The wheel of retailing shows that price will be 

related to the age of th . UJ rmark tin that older supermarkets charge a higher price 

than th youn on . 1l ldt n(l960) argues that innovators in retailing first appear as 

low margin, lm price operators, and as time passes, they upgrade their facilities and 

services, margin rise, and they mature as high cost, high price retailers vulnerable to 

the next innovator. However, the phenomenon of the wheel of retailing has come under 

heavy critism, and even Malcom McNaire, regarded by many as the father of the wheel 

of retailing, has dismissed it as too narrow and deterministic as an explanation of 

change in retail structure (McNaire and May, 1976). 

ii. The Retail Accordion 

Some researchers have suggested that retail institutions evolve from broad based 

outlets with wide assortments to specialised narrow-line store merchants and then return 

to the wide assortment pattern (general - specific- general). This accordion evolution 

reflects a supposed contraction and expansion of merchardise lines in retail outlets. ln 

America, for example, supporters of this theory argue that modern retailing began with 

general store , then developed to specialised stores, but began 

to move back to general store in the 1980s(Mason and Mayer, 1981 ). 

17 



Ill. 'lltc l>lnlcct lc Process 

This implies that retailers mutually adapt in the face PI competition lrnm 

"opposites" when challl'nJ!cd hv a competitor with a differential ad\'anta~c. tlll'tchy 

negating some of the lllno\allll\. attrac tion . As a result ol these mutual adaptatiP"" · the 

t\\o retailerc; ~raduall) mm•c top.ethcr in terms of offerings. facilities. supplcmcntary 

services. and priccc; 

h. Nuturul Selection 

This is c cntinlly <HI adaptive bcha,·ior . According to Dree <; mann( !<Jh!< l . the 

retailing inc;titutions that can most efkcti\'cly adapt to environmL·nt;ll changc'i arc the 

once; most likely to prosper or survive. The n:tailcr must the1dorc ullltlnuouc; ly 1nnnitor 

the environmental changes as well as. the changing patterns of con<;ulncr bcha,.H,ur and 

change accordingly . 

, .. 'I he Retail Life l'~clc 

'll1ic; hac; been ath anced as a remedy to the other theories "l11ch ha' c laill'd to 

addresc; the question ol the pace at "l11ch change occurc; . It p11lnt' to the apparent 

actcleration of 111110\ alive retail activity. and can guide management ' s assesc;n1ent ut the 

direction and magnitude nf future evoluttonar · change . ·1 he cycle '' ' ' nonynHHI'> "11h 

the typic:al product Iii' cycle. and shows that a retail tor· goes throu 'h the ph.1 t• c; o 

arh fll\\th linnma 1on). ac e: ·!crated de\'eltlJHnerll . maturity , and dl'r lin · ( na, ll i,un . 

Ba • anti Ba s. l97h). 



2 .l. 2 Devclo runml.uf.JHOJ.ten Rtlail i •u: 

Retailing in the United Kingdom has existed for a long period of time and has 

grown from simple to a iant industry (Gillespie and I lecht, 1977). In the United States, 

the general store was th' first rnodcrn institution of retailing, and its development can 

be explained b the accordion ((iencrai-Spccific-General) hyphothesis . Single line stores 

were the next to emerge, and arc an example of adaptive behaviour . They have typically 

replaced the rural general stores wherever communities have grown enough in size to 

support more specialised outlets. 

Departmental stores grew as an example of dialectic process in the 1950's. and 

offered a full-line outlet featuring a wide variety and assortment of merchandise, 

supplementary servises,and high prices. The departmental store appealed to all types 

of customers, the extravagant as well as the bud,iet minded. The opposite \ll the 

departmental store was the discount store. which featured low prict:s. high volume. low 

markup, and narrow assortments of hard and soft goods. In recent years. the department 

stores have taken a variety of approaches to meeting discount and specialised store 

competition. These include increasing self-service. longer business hours. and new 

mcrchatH.lisc lin s. 

Mail -order houo;cs \\ere among the earliest retail institutinn'i to recogrmc the 

irnportanc of th environment affecting rnerchandismg, and they not on I respond hy 

improving their sales promotion and adding brand merchandise. hut also continue tn 

tr s pric and a uarant of satisfaction . 
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The corporate chain has come up as a new phenomenon in modern retailing. 

characterised by central ordering and control over all retail units , including control of 

profit planning, losses , and m rchandise planning. In the United States, they became 

important in th 19 O's b caus of the economic and social environments of the time, 

hence th y ar an e allltl of adaptive behaviour. The chains introduced the concept of 

self service b hifting many of the functions traditionally performed by the retailer to 

the customer. 

Supennarkets did not emerge until! the late 1920's. They developed as an antithesis 

of the small independent outlet, which tended to s.pecialize in meat, produce, or dry 

goods (Appel, 1972). Supermarkets developed as a result of a blending together of 

specialty shops and mom-and-pop outlets. They offer customer service, wide variety of 

merchandise, long hours of service, and low prices. Convenient stores , particularly in 

food, are viewed as the antithesis of the supermarket. They are characterised by 

closeness of location, long hours, limited lines of fast moving merchandise. and hi gher 

prices than are found in a typical supermarket. 

Other types of retail markets are shopping centres which have evolved in suburban 

areas as a result of the decentralization of urban population and desire for humble 

parking space and longer hours than can be found in the city. They provide a convenient 

ne-st P sh pping to customers . In Kenya, shopping centres include Yaya Centre and 

arit "'entre. 
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2.1.3. Classification of retail Stores 

Retail stores may be classified in many different ways, such as: 

i. Ownership of c~>tnhli hmcnt: R tail stores have different ownerships. Some arc 

independents (owned by individuals), chains (have centralised buying and common 

ownership). 01 a1' '\lV '1nn1 nt owned. In Kenya, we may categorise retails as purely 

Indian. Ken an Indian or purely indegenous (Kenyan). We also have publicly quoted 

companie such as Uchumi Supermarkets. 

ii. T~·pe of merchandise carried: Retail establishements may also be classified in 

terms of variety and assortment of the goods they carry. Variety (width) refers to the 

number of lines of merchandise carries, while assortment (depth) refers to the choice 

of products offered within a particular line (Mason and Mayer, 1981 ). 

iii. l\lerchandise group: The stores are classified according to the kind of business . 

For example, we may have liquor stores, food stores, furniture stores, and so forth. It 

is important as it permits the use of census data to analyse histori ca l trends in retail 

sales by merchandise groups to determine the long term trends in the relative 

importance of selected merchandise types. 

h · Location: This is a very common type of classification and is useful in establishing 

long term trends in regional levels of retail sales. In Kenya, retail stores are lnund in 

all major towns. and supermarkets are found in Nairobi, Mombasa. Kisurnu. Nakuru 

and in all the 111(\jor tm ns . Their concentration is h1ghest in Nairobi . -.:here the largest 

upcrmarkct in K n ·a ar to h found . E\cn within Na1robi itscll . the supermarkets 

are Slra e ically located in such plac· · a the ci c ntr , \\cstl:mds. 1\url l'ham. 



Langata, South B, and so forth. This is one of the classification criteria used in this 

study. 

v. Size of Trading Area: 11. f trading area is a very useful basis for classification. 

Some supermark ts ar v r tar while others are small. Some are divided into 

branch s located in diiT rent places, while others occupy several noors in the same 

building. In all the e ca e , the total trading area is the summation of the areas in the 

different branche or floors. This criteria has also been used here. 

2.1.4 The Classic functions of Retailing 

Consumers expect retailers to offer certain services, which include; 

1. The creation of assortments: Consumers expect to get as many varieties of 

different items as possible in any given supermarket or store. In America, for 

example, supermarkets are said to carry about 8000- 10,000 different items; 

discount stores 30,000- 75,000 different items, while department stores carry 

hundreds of thousands of different iems (Davidson, Sweevey and Stumpn, 

1984). 

2. Breaking Bulk: onsumers expect the retailers to offer products and services 

in small enough quantities for individual or family consumption. 

Ready e. change of value: onsurners expect ready exchange of value between 

merchant and c n umer. his is a function of several fact rs : 

i) 1 ime convenience - The greater the num er of h urs that a store is OJ en, 

th reat r the tim c nvcnience f r c n. um r 
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long hours is commonplace among supermarkets in Nairobi . In addition, 

having specific products available in a timely manner is crucial. In 

Kenya, there ar man instances when commodities like sugar and milk 

arc out of ·upr I but will be available albeit in restricted purchase 

mer in most supermarkets in Nairobi . 

ii) Place con enience. The nearer the store is to the consumer, the greater 

the place convenience. Many stores tend to be located near to the 

trading centre, as is the case with supermarkets in Nairobi, which are 

concentrated in the city centre. 

iii) Transitional efficiency: When a consumer makes a purchase, both the 

buyer and the seller contribute time and the merchant contributes the 

facilities. When a shopper purchases 20 different items in a supermarket, 

all in a single transaction, significant savings accrue. As many as 19 

transactions are saved as compared to the sad situation where all the 

transactions were to be done in different places. Provision of more 

check outs also helps to reduce the time spend queuing to pay. 

iv) Information availability: Supermarkets provide different varieties of 

items with price labels attached, which act as information guide to 

shoppers. The shopper can make comparison of the different items e.g. 

different t pes of drinking gla e and their price . Pr iding 

in[! nnati n c ts m ne and ha. alue, but it i n t alway paid for b 

th c n um r. 



v) Competitive Prices: The price of a product is generally a function of 

primary demand for the product and th e retailer's total market place 

offering. rnch scrvic (extended hours, delivery, broad selection , and 

so forth) rq resents a cost for the retailer th at mu st be covered in some 

"""in the 1c ng run. Setting what would be viewed as a fair price is a 

vet' complex matter when v iewed throu gh the competitive dynamics o f 

the mat ketplace. 

2.2.1 The Origin of Supermarkets 

Supermarkets in America had their beginning in I 920s and I 950s, whi le those 
in Britain begin in the 1950s. They marked the beginning of sel f serv ice in which 
consumers would pick for themselves what they wanted and pay at the counter as they 

exit. Success of the original supermarkets in 1\merica was attributed to such factors as 
the economic conditions of the 1930's (Great depression) which made consumers more 
price concious and their low-price appeal strategy. Their location in low rent areas and 
less advertising budgets. made them sell at reduced prices and increase volume of sales. 

The original supennarl-.ets were ~locked mainly, ith dry groceries, but as time went by, 
they started to stock both food and non fond items and currently have become like a 
one-stop' shopping centre. 

'1 oda '. up rmarkcts in merica arc lacin a lot of competition from convenient 

r • discl Utlt h < d tore ami upt't tote·. '1 h ~ at· thu;' movi n, in all dit ·ctions 



to improve their competitiveness. These areas include opening very large superstores 

(over 25,000 sq feet) and increasing th variety of merchandise . They are also 

expanding by providing larg r packing space, and longer opening hours, as well as 

increasing their promoti( nat bud ts and moving heavily to private brands to reduce 

their dcpcd nc on nati1 nat brands . (Mason and Mayer , 1981). 

2.2.2 

The tenn supennarket is fairly new in Kenya. The first supermarkets started to 

emerge in the 1960 's, mainly as self service stores in Nairobi. Among the first ones 

were Westlands General Stores (1960), K and A (1962), African Grocers (1962), 

Ebrahims ( 1970) and Uchumi (1975) . 

Many of these supennarkets grew as family businesses and even today ,they are 

run as such. The supennarkets initially occupied small trading areas so that movement 

of customers could easily be monitored. They have , however, continued to expand in 

size, making it hard to closely monitor customers, and thereby rai sing the problem of 
shoplifting. 

In recent years (1980s and 1990s),many more supermarkets have come up, 

among which are the largest in this country. These include Nakumatt and Jack & Jill 

upennarkets, \ hich are now major business competitors with Uchumi supermarkets, 

the undisputed market leader in the supermarket retailing sector. 

ccording to the Ken •a Business rrector , ( 199 which has ince h n 

Uf d, th r ar 97 re i tered supermarket in K n ·a, am on ' hich 71 7 % ar Ill 



Nairobi. This shows a very high concentration of supermarkets in Nairobi as compared 

to other parts of the country. It is also noteworthy that of all the supermarkets found 

in Nairobi, over 70% were estahli h daft r 1980. Given that the first supermarkets in 

this country wer cstabti h din Nair bi, and that 74% of all supermarkets in Kenya are 

based in Nairobi, ' rna c nfid ntly conclude that over 70% of all supermarkets in 

Kenya w r f rm d after 19 0. 

The reason ~ r the increased growth of supermarkets in Nairobi may be 

attributed to the changing lifestyles of majority of Kenyans. Foremost, there has been 

an increasing rural-urban migration especially by the young school leavers in search of 

jobs. The working elite in the cities are ever in a hurry and would like to shop 

conveniently and save as much time as possible. Supermarkets, with their 'one roof 

shopping' where a wide range of assorted merchandise is found with long hours of 

service, and low prices, offer a good remedy to the problems of the city workers. 

ln recent times, particularly in the 1990s, convenient stores have come up in 

most petrol stations such as Esso and Caltex where customers can do their shopping as 

they stop to fuel their vehicles. This trend towards opening more elf service 

convenient stores close to the customers is likely to continue into the next century. 

The increase in the number of supermarkets may also be attributed to the 

liberalizati n f the market in which many trade restrictions have been lifted . Maj rity 

of the supennarkets get supplie directly fr m the manufacturers, and ccati nail • g t 

c mmondit ' r cash di c unt a they purcha e in bulk. Thi means that the can 
af rd t char lc w r pric s than the rdinar retailer . 



The self service concept also means that many of the duties supposed to be done 

by the retailer are transferred to th custom er. All the retail er needs is to have a few 

people to arrange the mer handi. c n th shelves, one or two persons to punch the price 

label onto th it m, nnd ca. hi t. to check out the customers at the exit. 

Th p10hl '111 < f shoplifting, which characteri sed supermarkets in the 1980s has 

been h1ou htuml ' I colllrolthmugh employment of more people to check the customers 

a is the case in Fbrahim's supermarket where somebody just sits on a shelf somewhere 

to conveniently watch customers from down below; introduction of convex mirrors as 

is the case with Nakumatt, Jack & Jill and Uchumi supermarkets, and Chandarana's 

modern Gateways 2000 scan ner. 

ln terms of pricing, the main difficulties experienced are the expiry dates of 

some product such as biscuits, and fruits. For product like bread and milk, the 

suppliers in most cases replace expired ones, but for biscuits and oils, the supermarkets 

are usually not compensated by suppliers. ln this case. the supermarkets are sometimes 

forced to put the items on special alTers (at reclued prices) to sell them off instead of 

waiting for them to expire. Thus prices of these items are less stable than for non 

perishables like thermos nasks, wheelbarrows, and cutlery . Putting price tags on all 

the merchandise is also quite tediou. and expensive. In some supermarkets like Jamia 

up rmarket and \Jchumi. electronic scanners are used at the check outs to read the 

univesal product code numbers placed on all items, o that prices d not ha' e to be put 

n ach it m. hut rath ron the hclf ln1 inlormation to the cu. tomcr .. 

r\n th r prohl m p 11 n cd h~ up 1markets is the monitorin < r pric b ' 
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both customers and competitors. Since supermarkets would like to use price as a 
competitive weapon, it becomes hard to manipulate the price as they are closely being 
monitored by other supcrmark ts. ome supermarkets that have established strong 
customer r Inti on. hip, with , )Ill of their customers (as those based in Sarit Centre and 
Yaya Centr wh r u, t m rs service is empahasised a great deal) also get complaints 
fr 111 th ir cust m 1 hen they occassionally visit other supermarkets and realise that 
these other supermarkets sare offering lower prices. 

The concept of supermarkets is gaining a lot of interest in Kenya, and 
supennarkets are springing up in nearly all towns in Kenya. In Nairobi itself, the trend 
seems to be away from the city <;:entre to less congested areas like Westlands, Karen, 
South B and South C. Supermarkets are also coming up in the sub-urban centres like 
Kawangware, Githurai, Buruburu, and Athi River. 

As mentioned earlier, many petrol stations are also opening convenient stores 
to serve customers who stop to fuel their vehicles. Supermarkets like Jace & Jill and 
Nakumatt are expanding their trading floors usually by acquiring and opening up 
adjoining premises to create more space. Uchumi is about to open up a megastore along 
Ngong road , where there is a lot of parking space. All these shows that there is 
increased competition in this area, and in order to survive, supermarkets will need to 
adopt appr priate strategies to cope up with the strategies. 



2.3.0 Pricine consumer products and services 

Price cannot be managed in isolation but is one part of an integrated mix of 
appeals put together by th market to win the patronage of target customers. It must 
be meshed with th oth r app a\. and be used to strengthen them . Improperly handled 
price move can d , lr th effectiveness of other marketing efforts mainly by 
undermining their ba ic logic and credibility (Oxenfelclt and Kellly, 1986) . 

According to the economic theory (which we may also call the price theory), 
emphasis is put on the role played by price in the working of the free-enterprice 
economy; the usual conditions of cost and demand that prevail, and explores the 
behaviour that will enable the producer-seller to obtain miximum profit in such 
situations. Unfortunately, the business executives cannot apply price theory to reach 
conclusions about the specific price to charge for their offerings . 

According to Oxenfeldt and Kelly (1986), the mangerial economist is concerned 
with such questions as whether the proposed price is one which will maximi se real 
economic profits for the firm or simply raise book profits, whether the appropriate cost 
and demand concepts have been used in estimating the effects of alternative price 
actions, and how cost and demand estimates should be made to arrive at a better price. 
·nlese questions enables the managerial economist to discover some of the fundamental 
errors committed by business executives in setting price. These errors include: 
i) The tendency to think in terms of average . onsidering prices a averages 

ignore the particular and unusual circumstances under which the price m e 
cur , and which call f r th u f marginal or increm tHai co ts . 1 hi can 
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lead to failure to price specific commodities correctly. Some managers also 
generalise on consumers, instead of taking each consumer as an individual. This 
problem has been ov r m by developing market segmentations to recognise 

that xist among consumers of any product. 

ii) Th rcluctan t "I t b gones by bygones". This consists of letting irrevocable 
and in tri vable past expenditures enter into the cost computations underlying 

price deci ions, with the result that profitable business is lost. Sunk costs (cost 
already incurred) must therefore be always ignored in making price and output 

decisions, because they will not be affected by any decision one might make. 
iii) The tendency to ignore alternatives. Alternative uses of all the elements 

(materials) must be taken into account, instead of just charging them on the basis 

of what was paid for them in the past (book costs). The concept of opportunity 

costs has been developed to help highlight the constant need to think in terms of 

alternatives when arriving at a decision. 

iv) The tendency to emphasise cost consideration over demand considerations. 

Many markets emphasis the concept of cost plus pricing and demand 
consideration are simply ignored. 

The process of price setting should adopt a multi -stage approach in which the 
price decisi n is plit into manageable parts each one logically antecedent to the next 
o that the decision at every stage narrows the range of option and facilitates 

quent decisions. his appr ach places empha i e on long-range polic 
11 i rnti n that sh uld ovem the lecti n f price, and should th re~ r liminat 
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the danger that a pricing decision will be opportunistic, gaining some profit in the 
present while creating severe difficulties to be overcome in the future. 

The approach requir that pricing process take into consideration its 
relationship with oth r I m nt. of the marketing mix. In summary, the multistage 
proces qually important decisons in the following order. 

1. le ti n f market targets. The marketer must foremost determine the target 

cu tomers. This will enable the market to identify more sharply the acceptable 

limits placed on price by their target customers -when they will see it as too high 

and when as too low (Gabor and Granger, 1966). 

2. Detennine the perceived benefits . markets must determine what benefits their 

offerings are seen to employ, and also decide what benefits they wish their 
target customers to perceive in their offering. 

3. Composition of marketing mix. ln this stage, the marketer selects a combination 
of sales promotion devices that will create and reinforce the customer benefit 

mix and achieve maximum sales for the planned level of dollar outlays. 

Persuasion in this case is very important, and involves putting together 

arguments and presentations which will communicate the desired customer 

benefits mix. The marketer determines the relative costs to be spent on 
pr motions, distribution, service and so forth. 

4. A signing r le to price in the marketing mix. enerally peaking, price h uld 

b en ru balancing de ice, and then nprice benefits in the fferin uld e 

i hed and contra ted \ ith the percei ed ben 1t f~ red th indi idual 



rivals or with the average for all rivals. Depending on the outcome, the firm 

would then charge a lower price than rivals if the comparison is unfavourable, 

or a higher price if it i fn ourabl . 

5. The selection of n 1 ricin policy . The role assigned to price must now be 

translat d int a I' i in policy which will be a guide as to the purpose of the 

price , when change are to be made, and for what products. 

6. Choice of a pricing strategy. The firm must then select a course of pricing that 

is consistent with its long-term objectives. There are many strategies that a firm 

can employ to meet a special market situation. 

7. Selection of a specific price. Finally, the marketer is in a position to set specific 

prices for the goods. Several approaches may be followed, such as starting with 

the highest price in the acceptable range and later reducing it if resistance is 

encountered. This is useful as it creates an impression of higher product quality 

and also allows added room for future reductions. 

2.4 Internal and Exten1al Factor that affect Pticin 

There are many internal factors (ractors \ ithin the firm it elf and which the 

finn can relatively manipulate) that come into play in selling prices. The firm must take 

th m int con iderati n in settin price . orne f the e are di cussed brien bel w. 



i. Marketing objectives 

The firm must come up with clear objectives as to what it wants to achieve 
through pricing. It must select its target market and positioning carefully, then go on 
to determine th approptiat lll<llkcting strategy , including the price itself. Pricing 
strategy is largely dct 1111in d by past decisions. Some of the other objectives a finn 
might have are: 

survival. Thi is done \\!here a linn is in a lot of problems as a result of heavy 
competition ,too much capacity, or changing consumer wants. In such a case a firm 
takes survival as a priority over profits, and might even set a price below cost, provided 
it can cover the variable costs and part of the fixed costs. 

Current profit maximization. In this case, the finn is interested in the short run profits 
and places little concern for long term performance. This is rather a risky undertaking 
as it can lead the firm into a lot of difficulties in the long run. 

l\larket share leadership. The finn may want to obtain the dominant market share, and 
so charge a very low price in order to win as many customers as possible. This may be 
compared to penetration pricing strategy done for new products, in which a finn 
initially charges a very low price but gradually raises it after <1chieving the desired 
market share. 

ther pricing objectives include setting a low price to keep competitot s out of 
the market. or s I prices at competitor's prices to stabili?e the market. Pric scan also 

to kc p th In ·alty and support nf th resell r or to a\ oid govcmm nt 
int r nti n. l 111 fitm may al o s t a lm\ price lor one comnHHiit y to h lp the sal s 



of other products in the company's line. In Kenya, this is common in supermarkets, 
where for example, maize flour might be undet-priced to attract customers into buying 
wheat flour. All thes objcctiv sst m from within the firm and so the firm has control 
over the kind of obj ti\ . 

ii. Marketing 1\li · strate 

tv priority to. 

Pricin i just one of the marketing mix variables, the others being the product 
itself, product promotion, and distribution. Thus the pricing decision must be 
coordinated with these other variables. For example, if you want a very high quality 
product, then the price is likely to be higher to cover the high cost. 

A basic principle used by the Japanese firms is target costing, in which the firm 
just sets the price and then bases the other marketing mix decisions on this price 
decision. Once the target price decision is set, all the other variables are costed in such 
a way as to ensure they do not exceed the targeted price, although minor changes on the 
target price may finally have to be made (Ford, 1991). By meeting its target costs, the 
company can set its target price and establish the desired position. 

Finns must therefore consider the total marketing mix in setting prices . This is 
because all the non price variables like product quality channels of distribution , and 
promotion strategies all affect the price. 

iii. 0 t 

ne of the building blocks of the marketin concept is a finn' goal should be 
pr fitabl v lume. ror a finn t make pr fi , it mu t be able to c er all the costs 

iat \ ith th pr< ducti n distribution, and prnm ti n of th product. mn that 



incurs very high costs must sell at a high price than its competitors, or charge the same 
price as its competi tors but run at a loss. Thus in a competitive environment , a firm 
mu st try to keep the total c t a. low as possible, otherwise it will expose itself to a 
colnpctitive di advanta a. it wi ll b forced to charge at a higher price than its 
competitors. 

iv. Organizational con iderations 

Organizations have different people to set prices. In most companies prices are 
set by the top management while in others the sales persons propose prices for approval 
by the top management. In large organizations , prices are set by the marketing or the 
sales departments. Some companies have pricing departments which set prices. 

Sales managers, production managers , finance managers , and accountants , also 
have influence on prices . For sole proprietors , the proprietor is the one who sets 
prices, mainly based on the cost price and then adds his profit margin after adding all 
the costs of distribution storage, promotion , sales commission , taxation , and many 
others. 

In addition to the intemal factor just described, firms are faced with a number 
of external factors that must be considered in setting prices. These are fact r over 
\ hich a firm ha very little contr I., and are sometimes called the external 
en ironment.(Pearc , 1991) . 'l he · includ the nature f the market and demand , 
comp titi n, economic cc ndition , v rnment J olicie , and cultural vatu . It i. 



noteworthy that these factors do not only apply to firms but to individual traders as 
well. A roadside seller, for example, must comply with government regulations. 
i. The Marl<.et and demand 

Whereas co.ts . t th lower limit of price, the market demand sets the upper 
limit. Th rc is an in 't. t lationship between price and demand and so in setting 
prices, the marketer must be aware of the market demand and how it will affect the 
price. The pricing freedom varies with the different types of markets, of which the 
economists recognise four major ones; 

Pure competition: In this case, there are many buyers and sellers and no single buyer 
or seller has much effect on the price. There are no barriers to entry in pure competition 
and so marketers must be careful not to raise prices or profits so much as to attract new 
entrants (Stigler, 1987). In purely competitive markets, marketing research, product 
development, pricing, advertising, and sales promotion play little or no role, and so 
sellers in these markets do not spend much time in pricing strategy. Prices are 
determined by the market forces of demand and supply and each individual firm is a 
price taker rather than a price maker (Dunnett, 1992). Pure competition is not common 
in developing countries where the government is not only the referee or regulator of the 
economy, but an active player. With the ongoing Structural Adjustment leading to the 
liberalization of the economy, Kenyan econ my might in the future move towards this 
pure competition market system. 

many bu crs and s llers ' h 
char dif~ rent prices (rath r than nc price) cau. II r can cliff rcntiat th ir 



products. Se llers try to develop dilfcrcntiatcd oiTcrs for diffe rent custolll cr segment s a11d 

in addition to prices. lrecly usc advertising. brand ing and personal se lling to se t their 

ofl crs apart (Kotler and rm . trnn 1
, 199.1). Sensiti vit y of one firm on each uther 's 

pricing strategies i. not 'l'l y hi •h . 1\n L'Xarnp lc of thi s competition in Kenya is in the 

textile indu-;tr \ 

Olil!o pvlistk <:umpL·tition: '1 he market consis ts of a few se ll ers who arc hi ghl y 

sensitive to each other's pricing strategy . 13<miers to entry arc \'C ry hi gh and thi s is 

why there arc few sellers . Since no firm is su re ol what the others \\ ill do if it raises 

or lll\\crs price. the firrns tend to unite toge ther and ac t as il th ey were a -; in glc 

rnormpolist, a behaviour Dunnell( 1992) desc ri bes as joint pro rit-rn ax irni zin g. 1\ n ~ firrn 

that tries to steal the market share by 10\veri ng it s pri ce find s that thi s is not poss rhlc as 

the other firrns respond immediately by lowe ri ng their prices as \\'e ll . 1\ fi nn that 

charges higher price than its competitors risks losing custome rs to cum petitnrs . 

Since high rrices might attract new entrants. the firm may choose to lurq.!n 

some short run super-normal profits and instead charge lower pri ces as a "a~ of 

deterring new entrants . This policy is called limit pricing since the prices set are just 

lcl\\ enough to <llscourage other lirrns !rom enterinp. the markets. 

~'1•rc 1\ lonopolj: Thi s is a ca c "'here there is on I · one ell cr "hich 111<1\ he a 

•m· 'lllllll'tl! nwr10rnl y. a pri vate regulated monopol , or a rrr\ ;Hc non rc •trlatcd 

rnonopoly . Pricing strategies in each case are cliflercnt. For in stance. a gn\t:llllllcrJI 

111 Ill Ill.,' may char 'C a llmcr price rhan cwr 11 the 1\t'tvic.:c is c. scntral. or mrc.ht thilt1'-l' 

r lu 'hi. H <h co ua 'C c< mp ·rition. Pmatc r •tllated me IIOJHllil' arc ftt'L' '" L't 
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prices, but under government regulations . Unregulated monopoli es are free to set their 
prices. 

Monopolies probably cnt n no h ·tt 'r rate of return than competitive firms 
because thes li11n, nriSt.: out (I th smal lness of the market: the rural town can support 
only on petrol statinn. nnl, nne butchery may be required in a rural village. and so 
forth . Pur mono1 oli s are the commonest markets in developing countries. In Kenya, 
for example. Ken a Power and Lightning Company has monopoly over power supply, 
Kenya Po ts and Telecommunications Corporation has monopoly over 
telecommunications. and so on. 

The persistence of monopoly (or oligopoly ) depends upon the existence of 
barriers to entry of new rivals and these include legal barriers such as franchises 
(certificates to some people to produce a good or service) and patents (exclusive right 
to a process or a product). 

In Kenya, for example. there is a strict control over the number of radios and 
television stations in operation. In setting prices. the marketer must also take into 
consideration the consumer perceptions of price and how they affect consumer's buying 
decision . Thus as Nagle( I 983) argues, all pt icing decisions, like other marketing mix 
decisions. must be consumer oriented. lle goes on to say: 

" ... Pricing require~ mort' than techniwl e\pertise. It require~ ( reati\'£' judgemfnt and m1 mrarcnt'H of burn'~ motimtion\ .... . 717r kcv to effecthc pricing i'l th r .wmc one that open.\ doon .. . 111 other mar/.. tin~ unctions: a rrcati1c mmn'llt''i'i oj 11ho 1>11_\fr~ ar<', 111! · tht'\' hll), and how tht'\' make their lm.\1·11 de( i.\ionL The rc({)gllltton that lm) e.r. di er in rite dimrmio/15 H (/ impmtrlllt for t:{fcrtil (' Jllir:iiiR (/.\ it ;, f01 ( ti\' fl' motion, di 11 thlltion, Ol' fll'()(/1/c t dt'l 't'/opm nt" 



Effective buyer oriented pricing involves understanding how much value 
consumers place on the benefit. (a tual or perceived) they receive from the product and 
setting a pric that fit. this vatu'. Thus marketers must understand the consumer's 
reasons for buyin th pr duct and set price according to consumer perception of the 
product · value. 

A good pricing strategy should therefore start with the analysis of the consumer 
needs and price perceptions, which is consistent with the marketing concept. Price must 
be considered along with other marketing mix variables before the marketing program 
is set.(Nagle, 1987). ln setting prices, the marketer is also supposed to carefully analyze 
the price- demand relationship and also the price elasticity of demand. for instance , 
there are some goods/services which are highly sensitive to price changes (especially 
luxury goods such as beer) while others are not so sensitive (necessities like salt). 
Pricing strategies in both cases are different. Presence of substitute products also affect 
pricing strategy. For example, if the price of cocoa is raised very much, people might 
shift to other kinds of beverages like drinking chocolate or Nescafe. 

ii. ompetitors' price and offer 

ompetitors provide a major challenge for any marketer in the price setting 
strategy. The marketer must first under tand the quality and price of each com petit r. 
before settin his prices . '1 he kind of strategy adopted " ill determine the kind ol 

lnJ titi nth mn \ •ill fa . low-pric . lm -mar in stratc ma · t p comp tit rs 
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or drive them out of the market, while a high-price high-margin strategy may attract 

competitors. The marketer should also know the prices of substitute products sold by 

its competitors . or exampl , a company selling Nikon cameras must know the 

competitors' pric s for an n, Minolt a, Kodak , etc. 

up 'rtna JI., t , ecutive told me that when he realises that a certain item is 

moving v ry fa t (high demand) he sends investigators to check the prices of his 

competitors. in ca e he has set a very low price. He then adjusts the price accordingly. 

If the item is moving very slowly , ratehr than lower the price, he just sends 

investigators to check the prices of his competitors. If the prices are very low, he finds 

out who the supplier of the item to the competitors is, then finds out if this supplier is 

offering very good tenns to the competitor, such as commodity discounts or credit. He 

then negotiates with the supplier to sell to him all the same terms , or to tighten the 

competitors terms so that the competitor is forced to raise his prices. 

Thus increased or reduced demand does not always lead either to price increase 

or decrease . The marketer has to check on the causes of the increase or decrease in 

demand , and respond appropriately. 

iii. Economic ondition 

conomic conditions also form an external environment which affects the 

pricing strategies by a firm. Innati n. recession , boom and intere t rates all affect 

pricin decisi n becau c they affect b th the co t f pr clueing a product and 

con um r perc pti n t the pr duct' price and alue . Ken a, f r exampl ha 
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suffered high levels of inflation since 1990, reaching a climax of 45% in 1993, and 
causing great price increases of most products . However the rate of inflation has been 
brought under control at a ingl digit I v 1, but the general economic situation is still 
turbulent and posin major 1 rob! m in setting stable prices. 

iv. Government polici 

To protect consumers from unfair exploitation, the government sets some 
policies that act as guidelines to pricing. For example, minimum wage guidelines raises 
the cost of production and may lead to higher prices of some commodities. There are 

some agricultural products like maize, cotton, and pyrethrum where prices are set by 

the government. The government may also impose taxation on some products in order 
to generate revenue, and so result in sellers charging a higher price for their products. 

v. Changing Cultural values 

Consumers have different cultures such as religion, ethnicity, education, etc, all 

which affect their buying behaviours. For example some religions prohibit beer 

drinking. hristians have holidays like aster, hristmas , etc, during which they make 
a lot of purchases to cerebrate. Muslims also have their holidays like the Holy month 

of Ramadhan . Both hri tians and Muslim abound in Kenya and under tanding their 
buying ehavi ur can assist marketer in etting their prices. 

on umer need and preferences var ~ r pe pte with different le el of 
lu ti n. lli hi • ducat d 1 ·c pi arc mot ·sensitive to qualit 'of th • product than I s 



educated ones, and are willing to pay a higher price for a high quality product. 

The marketer should therefore understand the cultural values of different market 

segments and prepare produ ts and pricing strategies that target their needs. 

There ar rat approaches in setting prices, depending on the objective of the 

company or indi idual. As pointed out earlier, firms and individuals usually have profit 

at least as the main objective ,and so this must be reflected in the pricing system 

adopted. The pricing approach will be different in different marketing situations and in 

different environments. Some of the approaches used are briefly explained below. 

a. Cost based pricing 

i. Cost- Plus Pricing: This is probably the simplest method in which the retailer adds 

a markup on the cost price in order to arrive at the selling price. For example, if a 

retailer buys a sewing machine at Ksh . 3,500, he might add another Ksh . 500 so as to 

se11 it at Ksh. 4,000. If his operating costs are Ksh. 200, he will therefore make a profit 

of Ksh. 300. 

Markups are common nearly in all firms, both for go ds and for ervices. 

Lawyers and ther profe ional typically price by adding a standard markup to their 

c t . Land rd arrive at their rental charges after con idering the vari u c , t they 

me 1r, and then pr id f r me pr fit margin. Th ugh very p pular, thL meth d i 

n th t a it u uall • i nore the mark t orce d mand and uppl and th 11 r 



assumes that the demand will be there. Mark ups are generally higher on seasonal items 
(to cover the cost of not selling), specialty goods (such as men's suits), slower moving 
items (such as wheelbarrows) and it ms with inelastic demand (such as salt). 

ii. Brenk-even Anal) , is and Target Profit Pricing: This involves the use of a graph 
to se wh r th t tal re enue and total cost curves intersect. The finn must produce at 
least the volume of sales which covers all the costs (both variable and fixed) and then 
set a target profit above the break-even point. 

Higher prices means that a firm does not need to sell a very high volume to 
achieve the target profit. However, as the price increases, demand falls and so the firm 
may not be able to sell as much as it may have wished to break-even. In this case the 
firm must lower its production costs in order to charge the lower price that consumers 
expect. This is probably why many firms in Kenya are laying off workers so as to cut 
down the labour costs. Other finns are tuming to cheaper sources of raw materials. For 
example, the East African Industries nowadays package Kimbo in plastic containers 
which are cheaper than metal containers. Efficiency is the key to successfu I pricing 
under this ystem, and production costs must be kept low , something not so easy in a 
developing country like Kenya. 

Among retailers, break even analysis pricing can be seen in situations where the 
retailer adds up all the perating costs, administrative expense , el ctricit , 
sale per on ' alaric and rent in order t determine the c rrect price that cmcrs all 

. Selling at a price that d not c ve r the e c t i a u re ~ a • ndin 



the retailer out of business. The markup price is therefore a function of cost price. 

Kotler and Armstong (1993) argue that although break-even analysis and target 

profit pricing can help th ompany to determine minimum prices needed to cover 

expected cost and 1 rofit., th y d not take the price - demand relationship into 
consid ration . I· r IT ti us of this method, the company must consider the impact 
of pric on the sal lume needed to realise target profits and the likelihood that the 
needed olume v ill be achieved at each possible price. 

b. Buyer based pricint: 

Some companies nowadays base their prices on the product's perceived value . ln this 

case, the buyer's perception of value (and not the seller's) is used. The company uses 

the non price variables in the marketing mix to build up perceived value in buyer's 
minds, and then charge accordingly. 

This is why, for example, restaurants sell similar products at different prices 
depending on where they are located and the quality of services given. A cup of coffee, 

for example, might cost Ksh 50 in one restaurant on Moi Avenue while it will cost Ksh 

10 at Kariakor market. (Both locations are in Nairobi City but carter for different 
classes of customers). A jacket might cost Ksh 500 along River Road, but go for Ksh 

1 ,5 along Kaunda treet. Thi is the rationale behind the higher rates of fares charged 

b ' Ni an a c mpared t ther public ervice vehicles f r the arne distances . 

u tamer perceive Nis ans a. offering higher qualit er ice - the are fa t r and 
m r comf rtahl . I r the same rea n, a cu t mer\ uld u a 1k n cam ra at h 



8,000 when he could have bought a Kodak camera at Ksh 2,500. 

Kenyans also have the habit of buying some goods just because they are 'made 
in Britain' or 'made in Japan' a pposed to those made in Kenya. High price is 
associated with high qual it , and a lady wi ll boast that she bought a dress at Ksh 1,500 

whit h r collca u' I )ll ht h 'IS at Ksh. 500. 

Kn win 1 and utili ing this consumer's perception of quality can be very useful 
in setting prices. The finn must be careful not to set prices either too high or too low 
, as underpriced products, though they sell very well, produce less revenue than they 
would if prices were raised to the perceived value level (Lurin, 1987). 

c. Competitor based pricing 

i. Going- rate pricing: In this case, the firm bases its price largely on competitor's 
prices, with less attention paid to its own costs or demand. ln oligopolistic cases where 
there is a market leader, the smaller firms follow the market leader's prices and may 
sometimes charge slightly lower than the leader. 

This method is very popular and in situations where demand elasticity is very 
hard to measure, finns feel that the going price represents the collective wisdom of the 
industry concerning the price that\ ill yield a fair return. The Stagecoach ompany, 
owner of the Ken a Bus Service, for example, u ually take the lead in rai ing 
c mmuter fare in the city, and other companie including matatu et their fares 
om time low r than the tagecoach fare . rec nt e ample was in etc b r 1 1, 

h n th ta oach hik d the tare for rno t ·it • r ut b · m r () ~. 1atatu. 



responded by maintaining the old fares and attracted a lot of commuters. 

II. Scaled-hid pricing. This is used when a company is 

bidding for a joh. for example bidding. for a construction job. Usually. bidders arc 

invited to hid for some joh. and each interested company quotes its price, without being 

sure what its comp tttnt. arc quoting . The company is well aware that the lo" er the 

quotation. the hi her the chances that it will win the contract (other !actors being the 

same). yet it must also provide for some profits, after covering all the costs . The tri ck 

here would be to carefully determine the possible costs and then quote a reasonable 
price above these costs. Sealed-bid pricing thus involves setting price based on how the 

firm thinks competitors will price rather than on its own demand or costs . 

lllis approach is not practiced by supermarkets as they do not engage in bidding. 

However, subcontractors who get jobs from bigger contractors may he seen as retailers 

and occassionally engage in sealed hid pricing. 

2.6 Research Trends 

Pricing plays a very importallt role in marketing, as it is one ot the four P's in 

marketing mix, the others being product. promotion. and place. Understanding p11cing 

is therefore \Cry important to both consumers and the sellers. onsumer beha\'inur has 

hecn sh \\n to he innuenced by some pncin strategic . and so the ahtlity of the q:ller 

to understand and respond appropriately to consumer perceived behaviour is , L'f\ 

tmportant. Market in Science t>.todels of choice b ha\'iour h:n c been dc\'l'lopt'd 

\\hich a umc at least implkitl · that shopper, arc a\\ar • o htHh pricL' .md .my 



temporary price reductions (Winner, 1986; Guadagni and Little. 1987, Roman and 
Bass, 1989). 

Supermarkets price their m r handisc by applying markups that have become 
traditional with lin s of mcn;handis . upcnnarket margins vary widely than those used 
by dcpmtmcnt st01 '.. lut the practice is essentially the same (Dalrymple & 
Thompson, 1 9). Price differentials among supermarkets are small, but significant 
within local market areas. Holdren (1960), for example, found a difference of about 
10% between the lowest-price chain and the highest priced independent supermarket in 
a midwestern country. 

It must be remembered that price is only one of the many factors influencing a 
consumer's choice of supermarket, and unless the consumer sees significant price 
differentials among stores, price is not likely to be the determining consideration in the 
selection of a food market (Dalrimple & Thompson,l969). Research has shown chain 
prices to be lower than those of independents, and prices to be inverse ly related to the 
size of the organization (11oldren,l960; Nelson and Preston, 1966) . 

Past studies have suggested that about 50% of shoppers know the exact price of 
the items they have purchased (Allen, ll arrell, and ltutt,l976; Cannover,l986) . 

However, recent studies (eg Zeithml, 1988) have shown that price knowledge appears 
to e " c nsiderably 10\ er than nece sar for c nsumers to ha' e accurate internal 
reference prices for many products" . Goldman ( 198 ) has shown that the lnwcr 

mic status consumers cncrall ' displa a hi her level of price kn ''I ·d ' C and 
hat c nsum r \\'ith low education I vel g n rail · show a hi h r ric know! d, lev 1. 
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One explanation for this low knowledge is that shoppers may note prices at the point 
of purchase but do not try to remember them for any length of time (Dickson and 
Sawyer, 1990) . 

The marketer. in hi. pricin strategy, must therefore consider these findings as 
a mistake in the pri in , t n1 can adversely affect the company's operations. 

Studi s done have f cused on consumer perception of price, quality, and value 
(Zeithml. 1988) because these variables are considered pivotal determinants of shopping 
behaviour and product choice (Bishop, 1984; Doyle, 1984; Schechter, l9R4, and 
Dickson, 1985). The literature on hedonic quality measurement (Court, 1939; 
Griliches, 1971) maintains that price is the best measure of product quality . Bishop 
( 1984) argues that value in supermarket shopping is a composite of the higher level 
abstraction of variety, service, and facilities in addition to quality and price. 
Doyle(1984) identified convenience, freshness and time as major higher abstractions that 
combine with price and quality to produce value perception in Supermarket consumers. 
Pricing is an area that has attracted a lot of interest in research because of the impact 
it has in organizations (Kotler and Lilien, 1983). Even to date, there are no clear 
guiding principles for pricing and many decisions appear to be made in an ad hoc 
manner. Randall (in Bailey, 1978) observes that 

"Man · pricing decisions still have a distinctively ' ad hoc' appea ranee, as if made without much prior thought and anal 'Sis . .. .. and much discussion on pricing these da ·s still remains a theoretical jla\'Our" . 

IIi toricall ·. pric has been the major fact r affecting buyer ch icc, and thi . is still 
tn1 in oor r nati n (Ken •a included}. am n p r roup . and with c mm dit 



products (Kotler and Armstrong, 1993). Price is the only element in the marketing mix 
that produces revenue, as all the other elements represent costs. Furthermore, pricing 
and price competition hav n rated as the number one problem facing marketing 
executives. Prices ar lh k lh li~ blood (revenue) of an organization. Since the 
price charg d 1 r multiplied by the number of units bought gives the firm Is 
revenue. Manag r mu t therefore always strive to set competitive prices that are 
neith r too high nor too low in order to maintain the existing customers and also attract 
new ones. if the price is set too high in the minds of the customers, the perceived value 
will be less tlmn the cost and sales oppo~tunities will be lost. Attempting to set the 
right price is the most stressful and pressure filled task of the marketing manager 
(Fleming, 1983). 

The manager has to fully understand the environment within which he operates 

as well as the finn Is pricing objectives. McDaniel and Darden (1987) have argued that 
to survive in todayls highly competitive market place, companies need pricing 
objectives that are specific, attainable, and measurable. Firms, for example may base 
their pricing objectives on profits (to maximise profits), on volume (to make very big 
sales and be a market leader) or on stabilising the market (discourage new entrants). 

Overall, there are other objectives which firms can also adopt. Por example, prices 
can be temporarily reduced to create excitement for a product or to draw more 
cu I mers int a retail store s that more sale can be made. In some ca e , one pr duct 
rnay b priced t help the ale f other pr duct in the c mpanyl line. Ace rding t 

tan n and ·u trell 19 7). ne the rna· r ta ks in retailing mana mcnt i 



determining prices . They argue that the retailer's ultimate goal is to sell merchandise 

and services to final consumers, and the right price is critical in ensuring that this act 

takes place . 

0 



CHAPTER Ill 

RESEAR II l\IETIIODOLOGY 

3.1 He ·enrdt FnmH.''' ork 

This stud was descriptive in its framework, and followed a cross-sessional 

design. As Churchill ( 1983) points out, discriptive research is ve ry useful in making 

predictions, which was one area persued by this study. as the study had one of its 

objectives to establish how price varied with consumer bukyi ng behaviour . (lreen. Tull 

and Albaum ( 1988) assert that descriptive studies can be used in pri cin g re search (such 

as competitor's price by geographic area) . In this study. a su rvey of the pricing 

strategies and the factors affecting these strategies among the supermarke ts \\'liS done. 

and variations of prices with age. size and location of the supermarket s made . This was 

done through monitoring price movements of selected consum er products in these 

supermarkets over the study period. 

3.2 

·n,e population of interest comprised all the supermarkets operating in Nairobi 

as at list March 1997. The rationare behind the choice\ as that supermarkets prm ide 

a cross-section of all sorts of product for a wide range of cus(( 111cr hasc. I rorn a ltst 

ot UJ cnnarkcts listed in the Kenya Business Drrector . it \\as found that out nt the l)() 

upcrmarkct li ted, 71 were in airohi. implyin' that 74% ot all supcrmar l' ts in 

n a ar I und in airo)i . (liven that upcrmat ct pro ·ide cu stllllH: rs cr,icc to all 



sorts of custo111ers. tht:ir pricing stratt:git:s are vny critical for their survival and it was 

worth considering the111 . 

. ~.3 . fllllpl 

1\. sam1li11 • 11 a1n • ' as constructed from an updated list of the Kt:ny;l Busim:ss 

Director '· .'ince it \as not in the interests of the researcher to study tlw whole 

populatit n. it \ as decided to study supermarkets located in the city centre. \\'est lands 

and llarligharn areas. The main reason for this were that: 

i) Out of the 71 supermarkets, 36 (51%) of these were in the area cm·ered. 

ii) Time and budget constraints did not allow for a broad based survev 

covering the enti re population. 

It was the feel ling of the researche that the 36 superrnar~cts . among '' hich were 

the country's three largest supermarkets, · were a representative sample of the 

population. 

Only supermarkets operational as at 31st ~tarch. 1997. were consitklctl. which 

ruled out the possibility of studying supermarket less than a IIHlnth old . 

To provide autonomy and avoid duplication o1 results. only one branch(\\ here 

branches e isted). mainly the headquarters, ''a visited and the apprnpriatl' mana •cr 

intervie\\ cd . Thus the 

and so forth . 

supcnnar\..cts compn scd only one l lchumi. one Na\..urnatt. 



3.4 Data Collection 

3.4.1 The guestionnaire 

Two methods of data coli ti n were used. namely questionnaire method and 

observations. Th qu . ti nnair , which was semi-structured and undisguised. was 

meant for lie ·ting data for purposes of satisfying the first objective of this study as 

stated in chapter l, \J hile observation of prices was meant to satisfy the second 

objective. 

The questionnaire comprised a total of 17 questions of which the first three were 

to determine the name of the supermarket, its age and size. This was very necessa ry 

for classification purposes. The other questions were for collecting specific data 

regarding use of pricing strategies and the determining factors. The questionnaire was 

filled in fonn of personal interview in which the researcher read out the qu est ion to the 

respondents (the managers and equivalents) and allowed the respondents to ask 

questions or seek clarifications where a question was not understood. The correct 

choice was then ticked as agreed by the respondent. This method was found very 

appropriate as it ensured that the respondents fully understood the question the y were 

being asked, and also provided an opportunity for the researcher to gather as much 

information as possible regarding pricing practice among the supennartet . 

This method was also found very u eful in en uring that only the targeted 

respondents responded and avoided the po sibility of the managers passrng the 

que tionnaire to less informed junior stafl to fill them, a ver common practice with 

"tlr P and pick later" meth d of que tionnaire admini I ration. 



The researcher visited 34 of the 36 supermarkets but failed to trace the other two 

and it was believed that the two had either been closed down or changed names as is 

usually the case when a sup rmart t hanges hands. 1\. typical example of this was 

Rony supermarket whi h th 1 , ar h r had seen along Tom Mboya street in February 

but when visit din Apri l , he found it closed and another name Prambaki supermarket 

put in plac f Ron . This showed that the supermarket had been sold to somebody else 

who was no preparing to reopen it. Of the 34 supermarkets, visited, four of them were 

found not to deal in consumer goods. These were: 

K and A - fast foods 

Sornvirco- motor vehicle spares 

Sterlin - Kitchenware 

Ashunt Engineers - motor vehicle spares . 

The four were thus draped from the list, and so the sample compri sed of 30 

supermarkets . Out of these, 22 accepted to be in terviewed and fill the questionnaire, 

giving a return rate of 73 %. This rate was much higher than the ones found in prev ious 

stud ies such as Karemu (1993) 55 %, Aosa (1992) 15 % and Woodburn (1984) 7%. 

3.4.2 

Pri r to conducting the re earch, the re earcher had i ited 20 the 

supermarket within the re earch area and observed prices f some of the item. that 

r e p cted to be comm n am ng ma· rit of the up rmark t . and al o th < 11 



expected to show great price variations among the supermarkets. The researcher came 

up with an initial ten product items as listed below, which afterwards were finally 

reduced to four by choosing th it ms with the highest variability and appearing in at 

least 50% of the supcrmark t . 

1. king il (2kg) 
2. king oil (2kg) 
3. Kimbo ooking oil (2kg) 
4. Kenya Pishori bismati rice (2kg) 
5. Exe Wheat Flour (2kg) 
6. Quencher orange drink ( 1 L) 
7. Elianto Corn Oil (1 L) 
8. Valon Jelly oil (250g) 
9. Jogoo Maize Meal (2kg) 
lO. Pressol hair oil (2kg) 

The four items finally selected for analysis were: 

1. Kimbo (2kg) 
2. Kasuku (2kg) 
3 · Kenya Pishori rice (Bismati) (2kg) 
4. Joma (2kg) 



CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

4.1 

Data analy i and presentation was made at four different levels. 

The first level involved classification of the supermarkets according to size, age 

and location, for further analysis and comparisons. To get size, four criteria were used, 

namely the total trading floor space (in square feet), the number of etnployees, the 

number of check outs, and the number of branches. Although the sales turnover would 

have formed a fifth criterion, it was not used as non of the supermarkets disclosed its 

sales for the previous two years as requested. The number of branches was found to 

be most inappropriate as most supermarkets (though physically very large) had only one 

branch while it was possible to classify a very tiny supermarket as large just because 

it had more branches, as was the case with Star shops found in Caltex petrol stations, 

or Esso Supermarkets found in Esso petrol stations. The criterion on number of check 

outs was also rejected because it was realised that whereas check outs were supposed 

to mean cashiers at the exists, there were many other cashiers sellling directly to 

customers in the supermarkets and who were not included as checkouts. This was 

found to be the case at Jack and Jill where some items like radios and electrical 

equipment were b ught and paid ~ r directly to sale men in the upermarket. chumi 

had a imilar arrangement ~ r mattre and hard\ are. 



The trading floor space and number of employees were found to be the most 

appropriate criteria, and the former was adopted. It is noteworthy that although one 

branch (where branches exist d) was selected for purposes of questionnaire 

administration and pric ob rvati n, all the four criteria listed here were based on the 

respective totals ~ r all branches in Nairobi. This is because the size of a business 

entity can only be a certained by considering its total operational capacity, as can be 

obtained from its total sales turnover, total trading floor space, or total number of 

employees, but not a fraction of the same. 

The average trading floor space was obtained by adding up all the areas for the 

superm.arkets, and supermarkets lying above the average were classified as large, while 

those below the average were classified as small. Because Uchumi was found to be 

very enormous in size as compared to the other supermarkets. The enormous size of 

Uchumi as compared to the other .supermarkets (had llO,OOOsq feet of the total 

297,000) it was decided to leave it out of the total as it tended to pull the average too 

high towards its size, making only three supermarkets qualify as large. However, when 

dropped, the average came down from 13,500 to 9,643 sq. feet, and six supermarkets 

qualified. This was found to be consistend with research as Dalrymple and Thompson 

0969) observe that "any classification of retails is strictly arbitrary and the figure cited 

merely a convenient criterion for classifying data" 

Classification according to age was done by adding up the ages f the 22 

upermarket and getting the average, o that upermarkets ab e the a erage ( 1 . 7 

Year ) were cia. ified a ld, while th I " the average ' er categ rised a ung. 
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The supermarkets were finally categorized into two locations , Area t (City 

centre) and Area 2 (Westlands and Hurligham. This is because the two geographical 

regions were thought to be different in t nns of the general trading environments (types 

of customers, overhead cost., parking . pace and so on). 

The second I v I in I ed analysing the general questions as raised in the 

questionnaire, and presenting them as percentages on the basis of the total 

supermarkets, size age, or location of the supermarkets. These results are given in 

appendices 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d. 

The third level involved constructing 5-point Likert profiles to assess the 

importance attached to the various pricing strategies, the factors affecting the pricing 

strategies, importance of the various aspects of pricing and the importance supermarkets 

attached to the various competitors. Data for these was obtained respectively from 

questions 8, 13, 16 and 17 of the questionnaire. 

Analysis of the Likert profiles indicated the pricing factors commonly used by 

supennarkets in Nairobi , the most important factors affecting these pricing strategies, 

the importance these supermarkets attached to the various pricing aspects, and the 

importance of the various competitors. 

The final level of the analysis involved testing the variation of prices of the 

selected con umer goods with the age, si1e or location of the supermarkets. Testing the 

signsificance of the differences was done using a t\ o tailed student Hest at 99%. 95% 

and 9 % level f c nfidence, Kendall tau analy is" as also d n at 990J.: and 95% 

confid nee Jc els. and the strength of the correlation C< cfici nts t rrlat pric with a 



and size of the supermarket was then done. 

4.2 Classification o he. •permarllct 

In this study, th .up nnark 't. were categorized in terms of size, age and 

location, for purpos s of comparisons of the various pricing strategies and factors 

affecting them. 

4.2.1 Categorization by size 

To get the size, five criteria were adopted, namely the number of branches , 

number of checkouts, number of employees, total trading floor space (square feet) and 

sales turnover. 

None of the supermarkets visited volunteered to disclose its sales turnover for 

the years 1995 and 1996 as requested in the questionnaire, hence this criterion was 

dropped. The other four criteria were applied by summing up their respective unit s and 

getting the average, so that supermarkets above the threshold (9,643 sq. feet) were 

categorised as large, while those below the threshold were categorised as small. It was 

observed that Uchumi upermarket clamied close to 40% in terms of the total trading 

floor space, number of employees, number of checkouts, as well as the number of 

branches. This tended to pull the mean so high that many supermarkets fell belm the 

threshold. ·or example, when Uchumi \ as included, the mean trading floor space 

carne t 14,875 q. feet and average number f cmplo ee I I, making only 

upermarket qualify as lar e. 1 he number of check ut wa al quit hi h ( 1 ), 



making only 4 supermarkets qualify as large under the criterion. 

To afford a fair categorization, it was found prudent to drop Uchumi from the 

average and this enabled the av ra trading noor space and the average number of 

employees to dr p t 9, 4 . q. ~ t and 79 employees respectively, making 6 

supermarkets qualify a larg in t rms of trading floor space. Since the trading floor 

space appears to make more relevance in terms of size, it was decided to adopt this 

criterion in classification. 

The number of branches was found inappropriate as most of the supermarkets 

had only 1 (the only one) branch and in any case having one branch does not necessarily 

mean being smaller than one with two or even three branches, as is the case with Esso 

Supennarkets, which are many tiny stores scattered in most of the Esso petrol stations 

in the city. The final categorization is shown below. 
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Gl = Large (L) [n = 6] 

Code Name area (sq. feet) 

Ll Uchumi 110,000 
L2 Nakumatt 70 ,000 
L3 Jack and Jill 30,000 
L4 Tu k r 13 ,000 
L5 Jamia 11 ,000 
L6 handarana 10,000 

G2 = Small (S) ln = 16] 

Sl Westlands Supermarket 9,000 
S2 General foods 7,500 
S3 Makro 7,500 
S4 Vishal 6,000 
S5 Westlands Gen. Store 6,000 

S6 Continental 5,500 
S7 Tristar 5,000 
S8 Esso 4,900 
S9 Shabana 4,000 
SlO Country Mattresses 3,000 
s 11 La Baguette 2,400 
Sl2 Ebrahims 2,300 
Sl3 African Grocers 2,000 
S14 Hot & Spicy 1,300 
S15 Ladywood 1' 100 
Sl6 Vijiko 1,000 

4.2.2 Cateeorization by a2e 

The supennarkets were also catogorised in tenns of age by summing up the ages 

of the 22 supennarkets and getting an average, so that supermarkets above the average 

(13.7 years) were categorised as old and the one below the average as young. The 

following \ ere the t\ categorie . 



G2 = Young (y) fn = 121 Gl =Old (0) In = 101 

Code name age 
(yrs) ode name age 

(yrs) 
Y1 La Bagrctte 0.50 01 Jack & Jill 14 
Y2 Shabana 0.50 02 Makro 14 
Y3 Vishal 1.0 03 Westlands 

Supermarket l5 
Y4 Tristar 4.0 04 Nakumatt 16 
Y5 Jamia 5.0 05 Uchumi 22 
Y6 ~sso 5.0 06 Vijiko 24 
Y7 Tusker 7.0 07 Ebrahim 27 
Y8 Ladywood 7.0 08 General 

Foods 34 
Y9 Chandarana 7.0 09 African 

Grocers 35 
YlO Country Westlands 

Mattress 8.0 OlO Gen. Stores 37 
Y11 Hot and Spicy 8.0 
Y12 Continental 12 

From this list, we note that only 27.3% of the existing supermarkets were 

established before 1980 (more than 17 years old), 31.8% were established in the 1980s 

(aged between 7 and 17 years) while the remaining 40.9% were established in the 1990s 

(less than 7 years old) . This shows the rate at which supermarkets are coming up, 

presenting new challenges to the existing supermarkets. 

It is also important to note that save for Uchumi, all the other five supermarkets 

categorised as large were established after 1980. This proves the earlier assumption 

given in chapter 1 that si7e should not be related with age (old aged es not necessarily 

imply large ize) hence the as umption hold true. 



4.2.3 Catceorization by location 

The third categorization was in terms of loc<ltion, in which all supermarkets in 

the city centre were grouped as /\r a I (/\I) while those in West lands and I lurligharn 

areas were put together and d ·si nat •d /\rca 2 (/\2) . The basis for this categori?ation 

was that supermarkets in th' cit centre were deemed to serve mainly low income 

earners. whil • those in \ estlands and I lurlingharn serve middle and high income 

earners. It was also felt that given that rn~ority (83%) of the large supermarkets were 

located in the city centre, it was necessary to group supermarkets in this area (city 

centre) together and those outside the city centre separately. The general trading 

environment of the two areas were thus expected to be different. The two cat<:gories 

were as follows: 

Area I (A I) (n = 12) Area 2 (A2) (n = 10) 

I. Vijiko I. Westlands Supermarket 
2. Tusker 2. Ladywood farrnstore 
3. Vishal 3. Continen tal 
4. Jack & Jill 4. Shabana 
5. Country Mattress 5. Esso 
6. Jamia 6. Westlands Gen . Store 
7. Tristar 7. La Baguette 
8. Ebrahims 8. Hot & prey 
9. Nakurnatt 9. handarana 
10. Uchurni 10. /\ fri can r ccrs 
11 . Makro 
12. eneral to res 

It is observed that except Chandarana, all the fi, c uperrnar"-et cia .;;i I Jed a<; 

large arc found in area I . 



4.3 General Findings 

A summary table of these findings is given in appendices 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d. 

These findings were obtained fr m r sponscs given to the structured and semi

structured questions in th qu tionnair . 

Of the 22 SUJPI market that responded, 81.8% indicated that the suppliers 

delivered orders to them at n cost. Those which said that they paid something for the 

transport ( 4.5%) said that this was only in cases where the merchandise was from 

outside Nairobi, say from Mombasa or overseas. In very rare cases did the 

supermarkets pay for transportation. In terms of age, 80% of the older supermarkets 

said that they got supplies at no extra cost, as opposed to 83% for the young 

supennarkets. 87.5% of the small supermarkets said that they got supplies at no extra 

costs while only 67% of the large supermarkets admitted this. This may be because 

some of the large supennarkets had their own transport systems and also frequently got 

merchandise from outside Nairobi , for which they had to pay for transport . 

Overall, no single supennarket reported highest sales at mid month , while a total 

of 77% said that highest sales were made during the last and first weeks of the month . 

TI1is supports the argument that majority of Kenyans do mass shopping at the end of the 

month or the first week of the succeeding month. 30% of the old supermarkets and al 
0 

30% of supermarkets located outside the city centre (Area 2) reported that their sales 

were even! spread through them nth . Thi rna be because supermarkets in area 2 

(Wcstlands and 1 lurl igham) serve a higher inc me gr up than the supermarkets in th 

city c ntre. h m: cu tomcr can afford to h p almo tat, n ' time nl the month . o,•cr 



90% of the supermarkets whether categorised by age, size, or location, reported that 

they made highest sales during December, ( hristmas), followed by Easter. This again 

supports the view that majority of K nyan do mass shopping during special occasions 

such as Christmas. nly n up nnark t reported that its sales were highest from June 

to early Dec mb r, b au it pecialised in selling to hotels and related institutions, 

which nonnally have thi period as their high season (when more tourists are expected). 

In terms of the persons in charge of setting price, 31.8% said that prices were 

set'by the marketing manager, 18% said that prices were set by the purchasing officer, 

or the marketing manager and the accountant. 22.7% said that prices were set by the 

proprietor. This last strategy was more so for the old supermarkets which reported 

20%, as opposed to 8.3% reported by the young supermarkets. This may be because 

of the conservative nature of many old supennarkets which continue to be run as family 

businesses and are not ready to employ or give pricing responsibility to somebody else 

other than the owner himself. 

50% of the supem1arkets reported that they reduced prices of most items during 

special occasions such as Christmas, although many of them said that although they 

reduced prices, this was mainly for slow moving items which needed to be cleared, or 

items about to expire. 18% said that they reduced prices of some items and at the same 

time increased prices of others to "balance out" as one marketing manager put it. nly 

18% aid that they were not very ensitive to pecial occasion and did not have 1 " ait 

for these ea n to alter price . This view \ as tr ngl upp rted the small 

supermarket (25% . nl . I% f th upermarket upp rt d the i " that wh 11 



introducing a new item, they either started with a high or a low price and either reduced 

it or increased it respectively, while 81.8 % said that they just set a reasonable price that 

would give some profit. 16.7% of larg sup rmarkets reported that they started with 

a low price and gradually rai d it , as opposed to 6.25% reported by the small 

supermarkets. 

Am ng th 22 supennarkets tudied 8 of them had more than one branch in the 

city and of these, 6 (75 %) reported that their prices were the same in all city branches, 

while the rest reported that their prices differed from branch to branch. 

4.4 Use of Pricin&: strate~ies 

The analysis of the use of various pricing strategies showed that nearly all 

supermarkets used one (fixed) price for their products and did not allow for negotiation 

of the price. It was only in a few supermarkets in which some regular customers who 

purchased in bulk negotiated for a price cut. Unit pricing was another highly used 

strategy by supermarkets. Each item was priced individually and cases of combining 

items and selling together were only found with some cu tlery. The admission was that 

these cutlery, especially cups and mugs were packed that way by the manufactures and 

so the supermarkets did not break them up into units . 

dd pricing wa another commonly used strategy, which was a form of 

Psychological pricing strategy in \ hich item were priced at dd numbers uch as 499 

Instead f 5 . The u e f thi strateg wa declining ecause flack of c in in th 

money market. and although man · upermarket admitted that it wa a v r d 



pricing strategy, they were forced to round up their prices to a zero or 5 so as to 

minimise problems of change. say like when a customer gave Shs 400 for an item 

marked Shs 399 and wanted the balance of Sh I , it was easier to price the item at either 

Shs 395 or just Sh . 400. 

Giving discounts to customers was also important, but rather than give direct 

cash or commodit ' di c unts, many supermarkets preferred to give special offers for 

some commodities so that every customers could benefit. These offers were mainly 

given at month ends when more customers were expected to make their purchases. 

These results are shown in table 4. I (a) on the nex t page. 

Table 4.1a: Use of pricing strategies: all supermarkets 

Strategy Sum of scores M:m 
(n = 22) 

I. Give discount to customers 52 2.36 
2. Use uniform price in all 

branches (n = 8) 30 3.72 
3. Use different prices in each 

locations (n = 8) 13 1.62 
4. Skim the cream 36 1.63 
5. Penetration 60 2.72 
6. One price 102 4.63 
7. Flexible price 31 1.41 
8. Unit pricing 100 4.55 
9. Price lining 44 2.00 
10. Leader pricing 35 1.59 
II. del pricing 58 2.64 



Table 4.1(a), which was constructed from the questionnaire, shows that skim the 

cream, leader pricing and flexible prices strategies were rarely used by supermarkets 

in Kenya. Flexible price ranked I w st (mean = 1.41). 

Of the eight supcrmark L that had two or more branches, it was found that 

unifonn price in all branch ' a the commonest pricing strategy (mean = 3. 72). while 

use of different price 'as rare. Different prices were only used in cases where the 

branches dealt in different lines of merchandise. For example, Westlands supermarket 

which has branches such as Healthy U (Sarit Centre) operating in health products and 

Nature's Choice (Yaya Centre) specializing in delicacies, uses different prices in each 

branch, in which the respective managers determine the products, but still consult one 

another on special matters. When the supermarkets were classified according to age and 

the frequency at which they use various pricing strategies tested, it was observed that 

older supermarkets gave discounts to customers more than the young supermarkets 

(mean scores were 3.0 and 2.25, respectively), while the young supermarkets relied 

more on penetration strategy (mean = 2. 75) than the older supermarkets (mean = 

2.00). It was also realised that unit pricing was more commonly used among the young 

supermarkets (mean = 4.83) than the older supermarkets (mean = 4.3). Leader 

pricing seems to be stronger among the older supermarkets than the young ones (mean 

score were 2.6 and 1.25 respectively) . The results are shown in table 4.1 b. 



Table 4.1(b): Frequency of use of pricing strategies by age. 

Strategy Old Young 
upcrmarkets Supermarkets 

(n=IO) (n = 12) 
' lllll Mean Sum Mean 

1. Give discount to 
customers 0 3.0 27 2.25 

2. Use uniform pric 
(n =4) 12 3.0 14 3.50 

3. Use different 
prices (n =4) 8 2.0 9 2.25 

4. Skim the cream 14 1.4 18 1.50 
5. Penetration 26 2.6 33 2,75 
6. One price 44 4.4 59 4.91 
7. Flexible price 14 1.4 17 1.41 
8. Unit pricing 43 4.3 58 4.83 
9. Price lining 22 2.2 23 1.92 
lO.Leader pricing 26 2.6 15 1.25 
11. Odd pricing 30 3.0 32 2.67 

When use of the various pricing strategies was tested according to the size of the 

supennarkets as shown in table 4.lc, it was found that large supermarket had a higher 

frequency in terms of the use of the various pricing strategies than the young 

supennarkets. This may be explain~d by the fact that large supermarkets have a wider 

variety of merchandise and engage in a lot of business activities as compared with the 

small supermarkets, hence they are m re likely to apply most of the known pricing 

strategies. However, mall supermarkets scored higher in term of giving di c unts to 

cu tomer (mean= 2.61) than the large upennarkets (mean = 1.67) . and al ~!cored 

higher in their u e f penetration tratcg (mean = . ) than th Jar c supennark ts 

(mean = 2. 



Table 4.lc: Use of pricing strategies by size 

Strategy Large Small 
Supermarket (n =6) Su pcrmarkets (11 = 16) 

I Jill Mean Sum Mean 

I. Give discount to 
custom rs 10 1.67 42 2.61 

2. Use uniform pric 
n=5( ) 24 4.80 6 2.00 

3. Use differ nt 
price n =5( ) 6 1.20 I l 3.67 

4. Skim the cream 9 1.50 24 1.50 
5. Penetration 12 2.00 48 3.00 
6. One price 30 5.00 73 4.38 
7. Flexible price 6 l.OO 25 1.56 
8. Unit pricing 28 4.67 73 4.38 
9. Price lining 12 2.00 29 1.81 
10. Leader pricing 16 2.67 24 1.50 
II. Odd pricing 17 2.83 44 2.75 

When the supennarkets were categorized into two locations (areas) in which area 

(Al) represents supermarkets found in the city centre and area 2 (A2) represents 

supermarkets found in Westlands and Hurligham, it was found that while use of one 

price still predominated the two areas, there was greater flexibility with supermarkets 

found in area 2 (mean = 1.50) as compared to in area I (mean = 1.30). It was also 

noteworthy that more supennarkets outside the city centre gave discounts to customers 

(mean=2.5) than those in the city centre (mean=2.17). This may be explained by the 

fact that majority of uperrnarkets in area 2 were small (9 of the 16 supermarkets 

cJas ified as small \ere in area 2) and had stronger relation hips'' ith their cu. tomcrs 

than did up nnarkets in the cit centre. It wa al o ~ und that supermarkets in th cit . 

c ntre had a hi her frequency of u ol 1 ed pric s (m an = l. ) than sup ·rmark t 
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in Westlands and Hurligham (mean = 2.0), which used different prices in each branch. 

This was perhaps, as explained above, because branches in these areas (Area 2) tended 

to specialise in different lines of merchandise and it was difficult to use uniform prices. 

The results are shown in tabl 4.l(d). 
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Table 4.1(d) Use of strategies of location 

Strategy 

I. Give discount to 
customers 

2. Use of uni~ rm 
price(n =5(3) 

3. Use of different 
prices (n =5(3) 

4. Skim the cream 
5. Penetration 
6. One price 
7. Flexible price 
8. Unit pricing 
9. Price lining 
10. Leader pricing 
11. Odd pricing 

Area l (n = 12) 
Sum of 
cores mean 

2.17 

24 4.80 

5 1.0 
18 1.50 
28 2.67 
53 4.41 
16 1.30 
54 4.50 
25 2.08 
27 2.25 
33 2.75 

4.5 Assessment of the pricin.: factors 

Area 2(n =10) 
Sum of 
scores mean 

25 

6 

12 
15 
28 
50 
15 
42 
17 
18 
27 

2.5 

2.0 

4.0 
1.50 
2.80 
5.0 
1.50 
4.20 
1.70 
1.80 
2.70 

When the supermarkets were asked to indicate the importance of the various 

pricing factors in as far as they affected their pricing strategies, it was found that 

competition was the most important factor (with a mean score of 4.05 followed by 

handling and selling costs (mean = 3.82), demand consideration (mean = 3.50) and 

quantity discounts from suppliers (mean = 3.36) in that order, while price lining was 

ranked Ia t (mean = 2.05). These results are hm: n in ta le 4.2(a). 
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Table 4.2(a): Importance of pricing factors: all supermarkets 

Factors All supermarkets (n = 22) 

Sum 1\ lean 

I. Demand consid •rat run 77 3.50 
") C ornpetition 89 ·L OS .... 
3. Resale price maintenance 69 l.l ~ 
4. Leader pricing 46 2. ()t) 
5. Price lining 45 2.05 
6. Odd pricing 60 2.73 
7. Multiple unit pricing 49 2.23 
8. llandling & selling costs 84 3.82 
9. Quantity discounts 

from suppliers 74 3. 3(1 

What this means is that retail supermarket put a lot of emphasis on competition. 

especially at this time when so many new supermarkets are coming up. They also h;m: 

to consider the demand for their products . In times of high demand of a product. the 

supermarkets put all efforts to ensure sufficient stocks arc available. and this is ,, hy 

many large supennarkets like Uchurni have godowns to which supplies arc first stocked 

before distributing them to the branches depending on demand. Others have bascrncnt 

stores ''here they stocked merchandise and release it slowly to the shelves. 

The importance of handlrng and selling costs cannot be overemphasised I'IJC 

supennarkets have to ensure that the prices nf their rnerL handi se enable them to genl' 1 ate 

sufficient revenue to at least cover these costs. 

An additional factor that many managers e pressed \\as the shelf life or snrn. 

cornrnnditics. 'l h re arc c;nrne commodities \\'hich arc peri habl . and the man:t~•c rs 
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have to constantly monitor the expiry dates ol these commodities and make appropriate 

price adjustments (usually reductions) so as to sell them off and heat expiry dates . This 

is because the managers realise that it is better to sell off the product and at least 

recover some of the costs than to t isk running into total loss when the product · s shelf 

life expires and has to b ·dis( oscd off. 

Broken items such as cutler are sometimes selected and sold at a throw away · 

price to interested customers. Faculty items that are discovered after delivery. because 

it is not easy to inspect every item when bought in bulk , are also placed on special 

prices. 

When the importance of the various pricing factors was tested by age of the 

supermarket, it was found that old supermarkets placed more emphasis on all the 

various factors affecting pricing strategies than did the young supermarkets. except that 

the young supermarkets scored higher for odd pricing strategies than the older 

supermarkets. The results are shown in table 4.2(b). We might therefore argue that 

the various factors affecting pricing strategies are felt more by the older supc 1111 a1 kets 

than the young supermarkets . This is because old supermarkets are more evoh·ed in 

tenns of their business operations and application of the various pri cing strategies more 

pronounced than for young supermarkets. hence the pricing factors have more ttnpact 

on the older than the young supermarkets. 
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Table 4 2(b): Importance of Pricing factors by age 

Factors Young Old 
, up nnarkcts(n = 12) Supcrmarl<cts (n = 10) 

IIIII Mean Sum 1\ lean 

I. Demand consid ration 37 3.08 36 3.60 
2. Competition 44 3.67 45 4.50 
3. Resale Price 35 2.91 30 3.00 

maintenance 
4. Leader pricing 14 1.17 26 2.60 
5. Price Lining 20 1.67 22 2.20 
6. Odd Pricing 32 2.67 24 2.40 
7. Multiple Unit 
· pricing 23 I. 91 22 2.20 
8. Handling & Selling 

costs 44 367 39 3.90 
9. Quantity discounts 

& suppliers 42 3.50 40 4.00 

When the importance of the factors was tested according to size of the 

supennarket (Table 4.2c) it was found that small supermarkets were more affected by 

the factors in their pricing strategies than the older supermarkets, except in leader 

pricing where large supermarkets scored an average of 2.50 while the small 

supermarkets scored 1.56. 

A logical conclusion here is that small upermarkets are affected more in their 

pricing trategies by the various factors than the large supermarkets. The reason for 

this may bet ccau e large supennarkcts have a higher buff ring effect (abilit to ab. orb 

and ncutrali e) against the varic us tact r than the small supermark t . 
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Table 4. 2(c) Importance of pricing factors by size 

l. Demand considerati n 
2. Competitions 
3. Resale Price 

111 a in ten a nee 
4. Leader pricing 
5. Price lining 
6. Odd pricing 
7. Multiple unit 

pricing 
8. Handling & selling 

costs 
9. Quantity discounts 

from supplier 

Large 
up 'ntHtrl<.cts 

(n =6) 
\1111 

18 
26 

15 
15 
11 
15 

II 

21 

19 

Mean 

3.00 
4.33 

2.50 
2.50 
1.83 
2.50 

I .83 

3.50 

3.17 

Small 
Su perm a rl<.ets 

(n = 16) 

Sum 

54 
6R 

50 
25 
32 
41 

33 

61 

57 

!\lean 

3.38 
4.25 

3.13 
1.56 
2.00 
2.56 

2.06 

3.81 

3.56 

When the importance of the various factors affecting pricing strategies \\'<IS tested 

. it was found that competition was much more important for supermarkets in the city 

centre than for supermarkets in Area 2 (means scores were 4.33 and 3.7. respectively). just 

as handling and selling costs were much more important in the city centre (mean = 3.83) 

than in Area 2 (mean = 3.1 ). Demand consideration was much more importallt in Area 

2 (mean - 3. 7) than in the city centre. 

This is becau e in the city centre. there are many (usual! large) superrnar kets in 

competition. hence this factor becomes very important. I em and conc;ideration rs , cry 

important for upennarkcts outside the cit · centre hccau e th • hav mor COIH:ern lor 
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t11eir customer needs than those in the city centre, hence they care agreat de~l to ensure that 

they meet customer demands . This is further corroborated by the high score of customer 

satisfactionas an attribute of pricing b sup rrnarkets outside the city centre (table 4.3(d)). 

Although it is hard to explain ' h handling and selling costs are an important factor 

affecting pricing trat i sam n uper markets in the city centre than those in Westlands 

and Hurlingharn, we rna argue that giveri that most supermarkets in the city centre 'hre ' 1 

very large and employ a lot of salespeopleand other resources as compared to those outside 

t11e city centre, their operating costs become very important factor in determining prices 

for their merchandise. 

These results are shown in table 4.2(d). 

Table 4.2(d): Importance of pricing factors by location 

Factor Area 1 (n=J2) Area 2 (n=IO) 
Sum Mean Sum l\tean 

1. Demand consideration 29 2.42 37 3.7 
2. Competition 52 4.33 37 3.7 
3. Resale price 

maintenance 39 3.25 21 2.1 
4. Leader pricing 27 2.25 13 1.3 
5. Price lining 27 2.25 16 1.6 
6. Odd pricing 24 2.0 27 2.7 
7. Multiple unit pricing 21 1.75 23 2.3 
8. Handling & selling 

costs 46 3.85 31 . I 
9. Quantit discount 

from suppliers 45 3.75 3.1 

77 

.. 



4.6 ricing 

The supermarkets were asked to indicate the importance of the vanous 

aspects/attributes of pricing. Wh n rank cl, it was found that customer satisfaction was the 

most important aspect (m an = ) foil wed by reliability of suppliers (mean = 4.59), 

quality of the pr du t (m an .50) and location of the supermarket (mean = 4.41), in that 

order. 

Profit margin wa found not to be quite an important aspect (mean = 3.54) while 

price guidelines from the suppliers scored the lowest (mean =2 .36). The explanation 

given was that the supermarkets preferred to maintain a certain fixed proportion of the 

profit (say 10%) but put a lot of emphasis on satisfying the customers. Satisfaction of 

customers includes ensuring that the customer gets what he wants at the right time, in the 

right quantity, and at a reasonable price, hence the importance of having reliable suppliers. 

Although the supermarkets got price guidelines (recommended prices) from the suppliers, 

it was established that majority of the supermarkets did not rely on the recommended price 

to a great extent. However, some large companies like Cola- ola monitored the retail 

prices for their products to ensure that what they recommended was followed and so 

products supplied by these large (usually international) manufacturers showed very little 

variations across the upermarkets. These results are shown in table 4.3(a) . 

Overall , it seems that all these aspects/attributes f pricing are very important to 

supermarket as the all scored above a\erage (IO\\e t mean was . 6). 
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Table 4.3(a): Importance of aspects/attributes of pricing 

All supcnnarkets 11 = 22 

Sum !\lean 

I. Number of supermarkets 
presently in competition 

2. Quality of the product 
3. The profit margin 
4. Customer satisfaction 
5. Volume of sales 
6. The expectation that more 

customers will do their 
shopping 

7. Location of the supermarkets 
8. Reliality of suppliers 
9. Price guidelines from 

suppliers 

90 
99 
78 
109 

89 

85 
97 
101 

74 

4.09 
4.50 
3.54 
4.95 
4.04 

3.86 
4.41 
4.59 

3.36 

When ranked according to age of the supermarkets, it was established that young 

supennarkets gave maximum emphasis on customer satisfaction. The young supermarkets 

scored much higher (mean =4.58) in terms of importance of volume of sales as compared 

to the old supennarkets (mean =3.90). while old supermarkets scored slightly higher for 

profit margin (mean =3.60) than the small supermarkets (mean =3. 50) . 

Table 4.3b also shows that young supermarkets attach a lot of 1111 p01 lance to 

expectation that more customers will come to do shopping than the old supermarkets (mean 

scores were 4.25 and .40, respecti,ely) . This impl1es that young surermarkct\ arc more 

sensitive to weekends, month end . Christmas and other related periods ,, hen more 

cu. tomers arc expected to do shopping. 
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Table 4.3(b): Pricing attributes/aspects by age 

Old Young 
, npcnnarkets snpennarkcts 
(n = 10) (n = 12) 

urn Mean Sum Mean 

I. No. of sup rmark I. 

currently in comp titi n 44 4.40 46 3.83 
2. Quality of th pr duct 45 4.50 54 4.50 
3. Profit margin 36 3.60 42 3.50 
4. Customer sati facti n 49 4.90 60 5.00 
5. Volume of sales 39 3.90 55 4.58 
6. Expectation that more 

customers will do their 
shopping 34 3.40 51 4.25 

7. Locations of the 
supermarket 42 4.20 55 4.58 

8. Reliability of suppliers 44 4.40 57 4.75 
9. Price guidelines from 

suppliers 35 3.50 39 3.25 

Ranking the various aspects/attributes according to the size of the supermarkets as 

shown in table 4.3(c), it was found that small supermarkets attached more importance to 

the number of supermarkets currently competing with them than the large supermarkets 

(mean scores were 4. 6 and 3.67, respectively). Profit margin was also ranked muel! 

higher (mean =3.88) by small supermarkets than did the large supermarkets. It \\as also 

realised that small supermarkets relied more on price guidelines from suppliers than the 

large supennarkets. This may be because large supermarkets enj y more aut 110111 than 

small supermarkets in term of their bargaining ability with the suppliers. 



Table 4.3(c): Pricing attributes/aspects by size 

l. No of supermarkets 
currently in 
competition 

2. Quality of the 
product 

3. Profit margin 
4. Customer satisfaction 
5. Volume of sales 
6. Expectation that more 

customers will do 

their shopping 
7. Location of the 

supermarket 
8. Reliability of the 

suppliers 
9. Price guidelines 

from suppliers 

Large 
, u pcrmarkcts 

(11 = 6) 
Sum 

22 

26 
16 
36 
24 

18 

26 

29 

18 

Mean 

3.67 

4.33 
2.67 
5.00 
4.00 

3.00 

4.33 

4.83 

2.50 

Small 
Supermarlu~ ts 

(11 = 16) 
Sum !\:lean 

73 4.56 

73 4.56 
62 3.88 
79 4.94 
65 4.06 

67 4.19 

71 4.44 

77 4.81 

55 3.44 

When the various aspects/attributes were tested according to the location of the 

supennarkets (table 4.3(d) it was realised that customer satisfaction scored higher (mean 

=5.0) for supennarkets in area 2 than those in area I (mean =4.92), while quality of the 

product scored 4. 7 for supermarkets in area 2 as compared to a mean score ol 4. b 

supcnnarkets in area I. This implies that supennarket located outside the city centre tend 

to have m re concern for the customer than those 111 the city centre. 



Table 4.3(d): Pricing aspects/attributes by location 

Area I (n = 12) Area 2(n = 10) 
Sum Mean Suru Mean 

I. Number of super-
markets currently in 
competition 52 4.33 34 3.4 

2. Quality of the 
product 52 4.33 47 4.7 

3. Profit margin 30 2.50 38 3.8 
4. ustorn r satisfa tion 59 4.92 50 5.0 
5. Volume of sale 50 4.25 38 3.8 
6. Expectation that more 

customers will do 
their shopping 42 3.50 43 4.3 

7. Location of the 
supermarket 51 4.25 46 ' 4.6 

8. Reliability of 
suppliers 52 4.33 49 4.9 

9. Price guidelines 
from suppliers 38 3.16 36 3.6 

4. 7 Importance of the various competitors 

When the various competitors were ranked tn terms of importance, it was 

established that other supermarkets (as competitors) were the major threats to each 

supermarket (mean = 3.91), while other retail outlets scored just above average (mean 

=2.60). Hawkers were found to ~e the least important, scoring a mere mean of 1. 72. 

Hawkers were seen to be a nui ance rather than a threat as they blocked acce ses to the 

supermarkets thereb making it difficult for customers to find their way in easil . These 

result are sh ' n in table 4.4(a . 



Table 4.4(a): Importance of various competitors 

All supermarkets (n = 22) 
Competitor mn Mean 

1. Other supermarkets 8 3.91 
2. Other retail shops 5 2.60 
3. Hawkers 8 1.72 

When the compctit rs v ere ranked according to age of the supermarket as shown 

in table 4.4(b), it was realised that old supermarkets scored higher in all the categories of 

competitors than the young supermarkets. This may be interpreted to mean that older 

supermarkets feel more threatened by the various competitors than the young 

supermarkets. This may be because having been in business for a long time, these old 

supermarkets feel threatened when other supermarkets are coming up. They also feel 

threatened by other retailers as well as hawkers, although it must be emphasised that at 

least for now, hawkers are considered by many supermarkets as being more of a nuisance 

than competitors. However, supermarkets cannot completely ignore their impact and in 

the future they might be a force to reckon with. 

Table 4.4(b): Importance of competitors by age. 

Old upennarkets Young supennarkets 

1. Other upennarkets 
2. Other retail h p 
3. Hawker 

(n = 10) (n = 12) 
um 

42 
28 
20 

Mean 

4.20 
2.80 
2. 0 

um 

41 
2 

18 

Mean 

3.41 
2. 7 
1.5 



When the competitors were ranked according to size of the supermarkets , it was 

found that while large supermarkets ranked other supermarkets higher (mean = 3.67) as 

compared to a mean of 3.25 (for mall up nnarkets), small supermarkets considered other 

retail shops as more threat nin, (m an .R7) than did large supermarkets (mean ==2. 00). 

This may be h cau. . mall up rmark tsar mainly located in the midst of other powerful 
retailers dealing in the am merchandise as the smaU supermarkets, and thereby posing 

obvious competitive threats. These results are shown in table 4.4(c) 

Table 4.4(c): Importance of competitors by size 

Large supermar)<.et SmaH supermarl<.et 
(n = 6) · (n = 16) 
Sum Mean Sum Mean 

1. Other supermarkets 
2. Other retail shops 12 

22 3.67 
2.00 46 

52 3.25 
2.87 

3. Hawkers 12 2.00 30 1.88 

When the supermarkets were categorised into two locations and the importance 

attached to the various competitors assessed, as shown in table 4.4(d), it was found that 

supermarkets located in the city centre felt more threatened by other supermarkets than 

supennarkets located outside the city centre (mean scores were 4.08 and 3.8, respectively). 

Supennarkets outside the city centre, though still ranking other supermarkets highly (mean 

= 3.8) as a threat, ranked other retail store higher (mean = 3.4) than did upermarket in 

the city centre (mean =2. 17) . Thi ma be duet the general\ mall ize nature r the 

up nnarket ut id the city centre. where they are located in the mid t f num r u ther 

p w rful r 1 il h p. d aling in aim< t th • m mcrchandi and ff rin a hi h ualit 



customer services as the supermarkets themselves. This was found to be the case for 

supermarkets located at Yaya Centre and Sarit entre. Their smallness also means that 

they did not enjoy a lot in terms f t ulk purchases and low operating costs, thereby 

exposing them to the other r tail . t r . . Perhaps this also explains why the supermarkets 

in Westlands and llurli ham (Area 2) ranked hawkers higher (mean = l. 9) than 

supermarkets in the city centre (mean =25). 

Table 4.4(d): Importance of competitors by location 

Area 1 (n = 12) Area 2 (n = 10) 
Sum Mean Sum Mean 

1. Other supermarkets 49 4.08 38 3.8 
2. Other retai I shops 26 2.17 34 3.4 
3. Hawkers 15 1.25 19 1.9 

4.8 Analysis of specific consumer ~oods 

Ten items were initially selected for observation. These were the ones expected to 

be purchased by most households, as they were mainly foodstuffs or body lotions. They 

were also expected to be available in most of the supermarkets. 

The researcher visited twenty supermarkets within the area of the study and 

checked the availability and prices of the items. The sample variances of the items were 

then calculated, and the results were as presented in ta le 4.5 below. 



Table 4.5: Consumer goods 

I . Jorna (2kg) 
2. Kasuku (2kg) 
J. Kimbo (2 kg) 
4. Kenya Pi shot i 

Ric.:c (2kg) 
5. Exc wheat llout 

(2kg) 
6. Qucncher drink (I L) 
7. Elianto Corn Oil 

(I L) 
8. Val on 250g 
9. Jogoo Maize Meal (2kg) 
I 0. Pressol 70g 

of 
st·nnt iun 

II 
I 
15 

II 

15 
6 

14 
10 
14 
7 

Sauu k v rhn~.;.c 

96.H2 
128.H2 
292.30 

152 .52 

19.45 
78.85 

53.00 
29.5() 

3.6<.) 
0.94 

From the table. it was observed that Kimbo, Exe. Eliatllo and .logoo \\'ere th e most 

abundant. However. Exe and Elianto had very low sample population vari;lnccs as 

compared to Joma and Kasuku. which were also available in at least SOC'{ of the 

supermarkets . Since the idea \\as to come up with lour items for fin;ll analysi s. it was 

decided to select the best four items\\ ith the highest \'ariances. and appearing in ;11 least 

50% of the supermarkets . 

The folio\\ ing product items were thus selected: 

I 
2 

4. 

ltWJ 

K irnbo (2kg) 
Ken ·a Pishori 
Rice (2k ) 
Kasuku (_k 
Joma ( 2k ) 

um>licr 

Ea c;t African lndu st ries 

M\\ ea Rice f\1ill s 
Kapa Oil Rclinerics 
BID< 0 Oil Rl'lincrics 

h 



As shown above, all the four: product items were supplied by different companies 
and so were subject to different supply condit ions . The choice or specific packages (2kg) 

of each item was important as it enabled th comparison of prices for the same quantity or 

the given item across the sup rmark t. . 

Prices of the four it m. ' 1e then observed in each of the 22 supermarkets that 
cooperated in filling the que ti nnaire (Prices of supermarkets that did not cooperate were 

not observed). 

It was realised that Kimbo appeared in 19 of the supermarkets , Kasuku was 

available in 17 of the supermarkets, while Pishori and Joma were available in 15 of the 

supermarkets. A list of the prices observed in each supermarket are shown in table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6: List of prices observed 

Super·market Prices 
Kimbo Kasulm Pishod Rice Joma 
(2kg) (2kg) (2 kg) (2 kg) 

1 Vijiko 17 I 5 139 169 
2 Tusker 17 155 140 165 
3 Visha1 170 155 145 150 
4 Jack & Jill 175 159 159 
5 Country 175 159 150 149 
6 Jamia 185 169 159 
7 Tristar 179 158 
8 Ebrahim's 
9 Westlands 195 150 

10 Lady wood 230 188 155 155 11 Continental 185 185 149 175 
12 Shabana 186 160 150 155 
13 Esso 175 
14 Nakumatt 169 159 130 149 
15 Westlands Gen. 185 199 145 178 
16 La Baguette 
17 Hot & Spicy 200 
18 Uchumi 175 150 139 159 
19 Chandarana 179.5 175 139 159 
20 African grocers 185 170 165 165 
21 General Foods 185 185 160 
22 Makro 178 155 

168 

11 19 17 15 15 

A summary of the variances (S
2
> and availability of the commodities before (20 

supermarkets) and during the actual re earch (22 supermarkets) is shown below: 

Table 4. 7: Variance of the selected product items 

Before A tual 
11 

2 
ll 2 

Kimb 15 19 
Kasuku 1 17 
Pi h ri II 
Joma II 



f'ricc:s of the four Items \\CIC ohsened in all the 22 supe11nar~c:ts and tatc:gurised 

in terms ol aJ!e. site and ltx:ation ol the supcrmat~cts. lm purpose-; of statt~tll al tests . 

Table 4.R hel<m slm'' s tht' distnhutHlll ol the items at conlittg to thl' age. si1c. and loca tinn 

of the supcrm:11kcts ( ltgtlll''i 111 lll:lll~l't\ ate percentages). 

Table 4.R: Di'itributHlll ol con1mmlttics according 111 difktent 

categories of supermarket categories (ex in brackets) 

Categorization Criteria 
ltc111 Size Age I ,ocat ion 

large '\Ill a II large sm a II large \Ill a II 
(n =6) (n=l6) (n = 10) (n = 12) ln=l2) (IF J()) 

Kimho 6(100) 13(HI.3) 9(90) I()( HJ . 3) I I 1 l) I . 7) HI XI)) 
Kac;uku 5(R3.3) 12(75) R(RO) 9(75) I I I 9 I . 7 l ht (l()) 
Pislmri 4(6(1.7) I 1( (lH. R l 7(70) H!(lh .7) ., 5H . 31 Ht S() I 
Joma 6(100) 9(5(l.]) 7(70) H( ()(l . 7) (l( 50) lit I){)\ 

As -,ccn 111 the table. the item-; tn,·cstigated were more Cllllllnon 111 the lar 'C 

'iupcrmarketc; than in the small supennar~et'i. \\ ith an exception ol Pt,hnri rttl' "flit h "as 

more 111 the small than 111 thl' large '~IIPl'rtllitr\..et' . Old supc11n.11 \..et\ had ,1 lllghl'r 

;nailahrlll\ rate ol the rtCill'i than the \OIIIlJ! supennar\..ct\ , \\ hrle K ttllhtl and K,1, 11 \._ 11 \\l'IL' 

found to he more C(lllllllOII allHlflJ! the supc:rmark<:t' 111 the ut~ Cl'lltrr than 'iuprrrnar\..cts 

in Westland ;md Jlurl ingham (Area 2). l'hc revcrsr was true for Pr-;h11ri nee and J11111 a. 

In terms ol pri<:c dlllcrt•ntiab. rt \\as lnund thai ' unho had thl' h~t•lll' t plllt' 1111 h: rt·nual 

'l) 



(26.5%) between the highest and lowest observed price, followed by Pishori rice (2).7%). 

Kasuku (20.6%). while Joma \\'as las! ( l(l .2"'n ). This is shown in table 4.tJ. 
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Table 4.9 Price differentials 

Item Category of Highest Lowest Difference % 
Supermarket Pdc (Sh) Price(Sh) Dif. 

Kimbo Overall 2 0 169 61 26.5 
Old I 5 169 26 13.3 
Young 230 170 60 26.0 
Lar 185 169 16 8.6 

mall 230 170 60 26.0 
/\I 185 169 16 8.6 
A 230 179.5 50 .5 21.9 

Kasuku Overall 189 150 39 20.6 
Old 189 !50 39 20.6 
Young 188 155 33 17.5 
Large 169 150 19 11 .2 
Small 185 !55 34 18 .0 
AI 185 150 35 18.9 
A2 189 160 29 15 .3 

Pishori Overall 175 130 45 25.7 
Rice Old 165 130 35 21.2 

Young 175 139 36 20.6 
Large 140 130 10 7.1 
Small 175 139 36 20.6 
AI 160 130 30 18.7 
A2 175 139 36 20.6 

Joma Overall 178 149 29 16.2 
Old 178 149 29 16.2 
Young 175 149 26 14.8 
Large 165 149 16 9.7 
mall 178 149 29 16.2 

AI 169 149 20 11.8 
/\2 17 155 2 12 .9 

mparin the old and the ' un sup rrnarket . it i ob rv d thai lh ld 



supermarkets had a higher price differential for all items, except Kimbo . Large 

supermarkets showed the lowest gap between the highest and the lowest price in all items. 
implying that large supennarkets tend t charg more or tess the same price for their items. 

Supermarkets in Area 1 (Cit ' · ntr ) had a lower price differential than those of 
supennarkcts in Area 2 (W stlands anclllurligham). As stated earlier. previous researches 
have established price dif~'rentials of upto 12%. For example, Preston (1963). found a 
maximum of 12% price differential for II supermarkets in California, while Holdren 

( 1960) found a 10% price differential. 

Each item was subjected to student-t test analysis to determine if the differences in 

prices were statistically different under each categbry of the supermarkets. 

4.9.1 Student t-tests 

This test was found appropriate because the sample size was small (less than 30) 

and the population variance unknown. It is a very useful parametric test for paired sample 
means . The sample in this study was categorised into paired sub-samples whose sample 

means were calculated, making it appropriate to use student t-test. In terms of size. the two 

hypotheses formed were: 

II
0

: Prices of both the large and small supermarkets are imilar. 

11
2

: Prices of the large and small supermarkets are different. 

In terms of age. the hypotheses were: 

11
0

: Prices of both the old and the · ung upennarket are similar. 

H, : Price f the ld and · un up rmarkct ar di r rent. 

( 



and in terms of location, the hypotheses tested were 

f-1 0 : Prices of both area l (city centre) and area 2 (Westlands and Hurglingham) 

are simi Jar. 

II · Prices of both area l and area 2 are different. ,. 

Yalu s of d(dif~ r nc in the respective categories were obtained by subtracting 

the mean pric of 

i) the small from the large supermarkets 

ii) the young from the old supermarkets 

iii) area 2 from area 1. · 

Testing of these values were then done at the 99%, 95% and 90% level of 

confidence using a two tailed student t test. The results are shown in table 4. 10 
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Table 4.10: Student t-test results 

Category Item d 

Size Kimbo(n- 19) I 0. 70 
Kasuku(n 17) I I. 90 
Pishor i(n 15) - 14.00 
.loma ( 11 I ) - 4. 7 

Age Kimbo (11 19) -5.78 
Ka uku (n-17) - 1.50 
Pishori(n = 15) - 13.54 
Joma (11 = 15) 5.40 

Location Kimbo (n = 19) - 16.39 
Kasuku (n = 17) - 17 .00 
Pishori (n = 15) -10.20 
Joma (n= 15) -5.95 

d. 
o(= O.Ol c{ = 0.05 

-~=0.005 ~.z=0.025 
18 .63 13 .56 
18.97 13.72 
16.28 11 .67 
14.37 10.28 

18 .25 13.29 
19 . 16 13.85 
18 .44 13 .22 
13.77 9 .87 

15 .40 11.20 
15 .29 11 .06 
16.60 11.90 
13.92 9.98 

oC=O.lO 
o%=0.05 

11.12 
11.28 
9.57 
8.43 

10.96 
11.39 
10.84 

. 8.09 

9.23 
9.09 
9.76 
8. 18 

As seen in the tab le, the values of d are negative except for Joma, and going by our 

calcu lation of d, this in1plics that, 

i) Prices of smal l superm arkets are higher than prices of larger supermarkets . 

ii) Prices of young supermarkets are higher than for old supermarkets. 

iii) Prices of supermarkets in the city centre are lower than those in W cstlancls and 

Hurl i gham. 

However, , hen the significance of these differences was tested, it was found that 

in terms c 1 size, on l · th price of Pishori ric \as significantly differ nt atth 95% le el 

of confid nc , whil Kasuku pric.:c wa si nificantly differ 111 at the 90 7 1 v 1 of 

COilflcf llC • nitic<mtl diller nt at th 99 I •vel of ·nnlid 11 • 



The inference here is that only very few prices of the large supermarkets are statistically 
different from those of small supermarkets at the 95% level of confidence. 

In terms of age, none of the prices was found to be significantly different even at 
the 90% level of con lid n . W may therefore make the inference that prices of both the 
old and they ung sup 'rmark t are not significantly different. Age of the supermarket 
is therefore n t a v ry imp rtant consideration in determining prices. Kendall test (below) 
shows a weak positive correlation between age and price of the product. 

When tested in terms of location, it was found that the prices of Kimbo and Kasuku 
were significantly different even at 99% level of confidence, while we could not find 
sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis on similar prices for Pishori rice and Joma even 
at 90% level of confidence. This may be related to the fact that the two items (Pishori rice 
and Joma) were not very abundant among the supennarkets in the city centre, implying that 
even in the city centre, the two items carried a high price comparable to those of 

supermarkets in Westlands and Hurligham. 

4.9.2 Kendall tau analysis 

A Kendall tau analysis was carried out to assess the correlation between age and 

size with price. In tenns of age, the supermarkets were ranked in terms of increasing age 
from the youngest to the oldest, and the respective prices indicated for each. A similar 
approach \ as taken f r size (see appendices 4(a) and 49b). 

The value of (difference) wa calculated y taking the sum f l(nurnber f time 
a price is f 110\ ·ed b a small ne) fr m (nurn r f time a pric i f !low db , a bi r 



one), that is to sayS = T- f. These va lues were tested at the 99 % and 95% levels of 

confidence (two tail ed) by testing the respective hypothesis for age and size that: 

I 111 price and age arc uncorrclatcd 

11 1 Price and <lgc arc ror rllat ·d. and 

II Price and sin aH rrrlt'<lrrelated 
I 

II Pri c and si;rc ar' rnr related 
2 

The Kendall Correlation Coefficientvalue (r) for each item under the different test 

areas were ca lculated from the formula . 

r = S where n is the number of observations 

n(n - 1) 
2 

The results are shown in tab le 4.11 

Table 4. 11: Kendall tau results 

Test area Item n s s· r 
o<: =0.0 1 oC=0.05 
~=0.05 oCh_=0.025 

Age Kirnbo 19 23 75 57 0.13 
Kasuku 17 6 64 50 0.04 
Pishori 15 1.0 53 41 0.01 
.lorna 15 48 53 41 0.46 

Si7e K imho 19 47 75 57 0. 8 
Kasuku 17 6 64 50 0.26 
J>ishori 15 19 51 41 () .16 
lnma 15 -5.0 53 •II (). 05 

( () 



From the table, we would reject our null hypothesis for values of lSI ? s·. It 
was found that except for Joma at the 95% level of confidence (for age), we could not 
r~ject the hypothesis that both ag and i1 arc not strongly related to price. However, the 
values of the correlation c ffi i nt sh d more light on this, it was observed that the prices 
of Kimbo, Kasuku and J rna \Jere weekly positively correlated with the age of the 
supermarket ( ld r th uperrnarket, higher the price). This was more strongly the case 
for Joma. Pishori rice price was very weakly correlated with the age of the supermarket 
in the negative form (young supermarkets charge relatively higher, with respect to pishori 
rice). It was realised that size was also very weakly correlated with price for the four 
items analysed, and the correlation was negative (the larger the supermarket, the smaller 

the price). 

From this analysis, therefore; we might conclude that though weakly correlated, 

prices of most commodities tend to increase with the age of the supermarket, and to 

decrease with increasing size of the supermarket. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 •• ralc n ·tn ion 

haracteri ed by many players in the market as is the case with 
liberalised economi s, it becomes very important for markets at all levels to develop 
appropriate marketing strategies in order not only to survive, but to have a competitive 
edge over the other competitors or market players. Liberalization provides an even playing 
ground where all players in the market can prove their worth through strategic 

management. 

This study was set to investigate the factors affecting pricing strategies of selected 
consumer goods in the retail market, with special reference to supermarkets in Kenya. 

The study was based on two key assumptions, namely:) 

That all supermarkets get price guidelines from the manufacturers for the products 

under investigation, and 

ii) That no relationship exists between the age and size of a supermarket. 

The first assumption was satisfied as all the supermarkets studied admitted that they 
got recommended prices from the manufacturers . It was, however, established that this 
price guideline i rarely used as supermarkets just go ahead and et their own prices 
depending n the circumstances. he markup price, theref re is m re fa functi 11 f the 
c t f the c mm dit than the recommended price. 

nd a umpti n wa , I ati ted in that o the lar t sup rmark t. m 
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Nairobi only one of them appeared among the six oldest supermarkets in the city . This 

shows that the oldest supermarkets arc not necessarily the largest. 

Most of the analysis was based on com pari sons bet ween t ht.: d i ffercnt ca tt.: g.orics nf 

supermarkets. which wer catcgori.cd according to size. age. and location . It was 

established that the dcg1 •c <I CIPI lication ol the various pricing strategies varied according 

to the si 7c. age and lncauon ol the supermarkets. Factors affecting the pricing strategies 

were also found to have different impacts depending on the age. size and location of the 

supermarket. The established that competition was the most important factor affecting 

pricing strategies. follm.ved by handling and selling costs; demand considerations: and 

quantity discounts from suppliers, in that order. Price lining was the least important. 

In this study. it has been established that although other supermarkets arc the major 

threats in competition. other retail outlets in the same business arc also considerably 

important. llawkers are also emerging as competitors, particularly in their appeal to low 

income camers \Vho may not want to go into a supermarket just to pick one item. Where 

supennarkets sell some items combined though multiple pricing strategy, hawkers are able 

to break these up into smaller units which many people can afford . 

The research established that supermarkets apply most of the pricing strategies but at 

varying degrees. One price (fixed price) strategy tops the list among the most applied 

strategies followed by unit pricing. usc nf uniform price 111 all branches. and penetration 

pricing tratcgie in that order. Hextblc pt icc Strate'~ i rarely u cd Odd prtcing. though 

a vcr. effective stratc 'Y· is losing its application among man upermarkets bccau .c of the 

problem ol :;hona cs ol currcnc ·in coins lorm . '1 his tratc · is . till wmmon amnng othl·r 
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retail outlets especially those dealing in clothing and shoes. This may be because these 

retails still largely use flexible prices, and use the odd pricing in displaying their 

merchandise for window shopping, but I ave room for bargaining to sell at a convenient 

price. For example, it i. mm< 11 t ct an item priced at Shs 599. and when a customer 

asks for a tower pric; ·, he i t ld t pay, say 595, 590, or such other convenient price that 

will rule out th pr blem of change. 

Rather than just increase or reduce the price of a commodity in anticipation of 

increased demand many supermarkets first try to satisfy the customer by ensuring that 

there is sufficient stock of the commodity in the supermarket. Many managers indicated 

that it was of paramount importance to satisfy the customers, and this, they said. can best 

be achieved foremost by ensuring that the customer gets what he wants, in the right 

quantity , at the right time, and at the right price. We cannot therefore argue that many 

supermarkets adjust their prices in response to perceived change in consumer buying 

behaviour. They instead try to regulate the supply to ensure that there are sufficient stocks 

during periods of high demand such as during Christmas. However, special offers are 

made on certain items during such seasons, but this does not amount to overal l price 

reductions, although 50% of the supermarkets reported that they reduced prices of most 

items during such periods. 

Prices of the consumer g ds studied were found to vary according to the age, 1ze 

and 1 cati n f the supermarket. and in particular, the tudy established that 

Price of mall supermarkets tended t be slightly higher than those f large 

supermarkets . 



Prices of young supermarkets tended to be slightly lower than those of older 

supermarkets. 

Prices of supennarkets in the city centre were found to be significantly lower than 

those supermarkets in W , tlands and Burlingham. 

Prices wer thus found l b directly pr?portional to the age of the supermarket, 

and inversely prop rti nat t the ize of the supermarket. 

5.2 The future of supermarkets in Kenya 

Since the late 1970s and 1980s, many small supennarkets have sprung up in Kenya 
and are spreading to most towns. Convenient stores have been established in many places, 

such as in the petrol stations. 

As we move towards the next century, many more supermarkets are likely to 

emerge both in Nairobi and other towns in Kenya. In Nairobi, the trend seems to be 

towards establishing supermarkets in the suburban areas such as Kawangware , Karen, 
Githurai, Buruburu, and so forth . These places are favoured because they provide ample 
parking space for shoppers, and the land rates are lower. The next century might also see 
the emergence of more high cost self service stores in shopping centres like Sarit Centre 

and Yaya Centre. A trend towards expanding the existing supermarkets into megastores 
(As is happening with Jack and Jill) seems to be emerging. 

lncrea ed competition among retailers will be inevitable, and supermarkets mu t 

tart t prepare~ r this by devel ping appropriate marketing strategies, e pecially in their 

pricing, s as to develop a competitive edge above the c mpetit r. . ·van. and rman 
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( 19X7) obscrYed that "Stratq!ic marketing. market strategies. and market plans "l11ch help 

corporations hold or develop a competitive <lth'antage have become par;unount management 

l' hallt:nges and major unrnolved hu,ine~~ tssucs". !'his statcment ts :ts com:ct tntl:ty a'i 

1t was ten ycars aj.!O. and I'> hound to hold !).IOlllld l'\l'll into the next century. 

As the mar~ct becomes 111nre and tnurc liberali 'ied. ''e will expect an inten~c price 

\\'ar among the supetntat~cts. IllS! as ''ill he thc case among all retails as ''ell as 

manulacturers . Those supermarkets able to develop appropriate pricing stratq.:ics and 

blend them elfccti\'ely ''ith the other marketing. mix ,·ariablcs arc l1kcly to sun·1'c \\hilc 

the rest might as well he lorced out of thc market. 

Since supermarkets mainly use fixed prices. it becomes hard to appl~ the odd 

pricing strategy. and it is because of this that this latter strategy i~ lustng ground atnong 

the supcrrnarkcts . 

!'.J t"omuarison w h other Researches 

The ltr1dings in this study arc consistent '' tth researches dnne pre\ tou.,ly 111 a 

number of aspects. That prices arc inversely proportional to the ""e of supcrm;nket as 

e tahltshed by Boh ll oldren in 1960 has been found 'a lid and to llllld under the Kenyan 

o., 1tuauon, 37 \C<H'i alter lloldrcn dtd his \tudtes tn Atncrica 

The \\heel of retailing them) argues that old 'iupcnnarkct., .,hnuld char~c 111 •her 

pri<:c' than the )Ollng supermarkets. In this study. a P<''itive cotrclatHill \\as luund till' 1st 

hct\\ccn the age ol a supertnarh·t and the price for three ol the I Pur llL'Ill'i 111 , n 1 •atl'll. 

<>nl) < nc it~ 111 lt<l\\t:d a nc~·ligihly .mall 11L'1':III\C corrl'lationn ·llkll'lll 1110.01 . \\L· lila) 

Ill_ 



therefore argue in support of a directly proportional relationship hct\\ t:e n the <I!!L' and price 
of the supennarket. This. however did not come out very clearly under the student t-tcst. 

in which the mean prices of young supermarkets seemed to he sli ghtl y higher than tlwse 

of old supermarkets . 

Price dilfcrcntial s h 't\H~ ·n the highest and lowest prices for the items studtcd seems 

to indicate a higher range (o et 15 %) than the ran 'es found by lloldrcn ( l() o/r,) and Preston 

(1 2%) in 1960 and 196 . re pectivcly. or the 28 price dift'erential s ca lculated in thi s study 

as shown in tabl e 4.9 only 8 (28.6%) lay within the range 7% to 1)% pri ce dilfcrential. 

while all the other differentials were greater than 15 %. Thi s tends to point t\' unstable 

pri ce conditions in Kenya as compared to the American conditi t,ns. Thou gh tHl previous 

comparative studies have been done in Kenya and which could be used to sho\\' the trend . 

. ,.,.e may predict that the price differentials will decrease with time . This prcdictinn is ba sed 

on the expectation that greater efficiency in product ion. distribution and selltng of these 

commodities is likely in the future. thereby leading to a con' crf.ence of the prices. 

especially for a common category of supermarkets. This seems tn be working ;unong the 

large supermarkets. where the dillerential has been scaled down to lUSt helm' IW'f. 

This study ha<; also established that it is a common practtce lor supertnarl.ct' to 

price some items at IO\\Cr prices especial! ''hen the items arc sltm tnoving tl! "hen the 

items arc about to expire. which is conststent '' ith "hat ll nldren ( 19hll) dcscrthr' as · (iet 

rid ol principle' . In his study. lloldren found that it \\ilS cotnllHl!l 11'' ta<;t llHl\ 111 , IIC!ll'> 

to b. priced even below c.:ost. For c. ample. he lound that bah~ lond. lltlUr . , 11 1!ar and 
c.:ollcc \\ere all old at a lose; in< n· or 1\HH • ol the ct •ht store in ltts ,t 11 d 
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general principle seem to apply in Kenya, Kenyan marketers tend to he very cautious and 

will rarely sell anything below cost. unless the item is just about to expire. In cases where 

a regularly priced item is to b old b I ' co. I, it is often combined and sold with another 

item to ensure that th co. t is cc 'r d. This is why it is common to find advertisements 

such as "buy two bags at Sh I 00 ami get a tree wallet!". The free wallet may not be free 

as its cost is often s mellow co ered in the Shs 1200. 

5.4 Limitations 

There were a number of limitations in this study. 

First, it seems like many retailers in town are losing trust on researchers and are 

not ready to provide some infonnation for fear that the information might "be used against 

them by the authorities". In this study, for example, it was not possible to get data on 

sales turnover even after explaining to the managers that this information was strictly for 

academic work in the university. The researcher was therefore forced to drop this as a 

criterion for detennining size and use other criteria. This would have formed a \'cry good 

criterion for determining size and making comparisons with the other criteria used . 

llowever. trading floor space which was used is equally good. 

Secondly. this study covered just over 50 % of the supermarkets in Nairobi. and 

analysed four consumer g d . The duration of the research period (tw months) ma ' not 

be sufficient t make adequate conclu ions as to the price variations. Thi was due to time 

and budgetar · constraints " hich could not all w for a roader stud • e tendin ' acros. 

tO\\'IlS and analpin mor con su mer < < d ov r a longe r period nl tim . 

I ( 



Thirdly, currently, there is no clear distinction between a supermarket, departmental 

store, discount store or convenient store in Kenya, and as such studies like this one often 

incorporate aspects of all types of s If s rvic torcs as many of these stores have combinations 

rather than fully differentiated typ . f. If . 'rvice stores. Even the Kenya t3usiness Directory 

admits that a pur list ol . UJ •rmarket is hard to prepare in Kenya, but that they look at all 

trading characteristic of an e tablishment and categorise it as a supermarket if most of its 

characteristics correspond to those of a supermarket than anything else. llowever , all the self 

service stores studied here qualify as supermarkets as per the definition 

adopted in chapter one, for purposes of this study. 

5.5 Recommendations for further research 

This study concentrated on the supermarkets, and as it came out of the study, other 

retail outlets dealing in similar merchandise but not operating as supermarkets are emerging as 

major competitors. A research to establish the application of pricing strategies among these 

retailers might give some insight into their strategic management practices , and how they 

compare with the supermarkets. 

upermarkets are emerging as very interesting retail area in Kenya, but unfortunately 

very little research has been done in this area. A broad based research to assess the grm th 

trends of supennarkets in Kenya could shed m relight on the factors innuencing the gro-. th, 

which so far indicates that over 70% of the supermarkets in Nairobi were formed in the 1980 

and 19 s. 
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APPENDIX I 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

TO BE FILLED BY TilE BRAN '11 1\IANAGER OR EQUI\'ALENT. 

1. Name ol Supermarket 

2. Year of establi shment --- ----- -----

3. Si7c of the supcttnarkct in term s ol : 

i. Number of branches ( Nai10hi onl y) 

ii . Number of Check outs(all branches) ____ _ _ _ _ 

iii. Number of employees (all branches) ________ _ 

iv .Total Trading tloor space (in square feet) 

v. Sales recorded in 1Sl95 ____ Ksh . . and in )l)l)(} - - - Ksh . 

4. Do your suppliers deliver your orders or you arrange to cnllect them from the 

factory? 

(a) All our suppliers deliver the orde1s to our stores at 110 cost. 

(h) Some of our suppliers dcli \'er the ()fders to our stor es at llll Cll'-1. 

(c) All our suppliers deliver the orders to our stores at some cost 

(d) Some of our suppliers deli ver the orders to our stores at ~orn e cost . 

(cl W e arrange to col lec t the o1der-; nu1se lves . 

s. I low arc •our sales spread during the month? ('l'ick the sta tclncnt(s) th ar apply) 

(al C\'cnty spread out 

(hl hi •he tat the mid n1onth 

(c) hi •he. t durin ' the fir t \\CC · ot the month 

It 



(d) highest during the last week of the month 

6. Which months do you normally record the highest sales in any given year? (Tick 

the statement that applies). 

(a) during hristmas(l c.) 

(b) during Fa. tct(Mat h/April) 

(c) wh n breaking ra111adhan 

(d) other non holiday seasons (Please specify ___ 7. Who sets prices for the 

various products in this Supermarket? (Tick the statement(s) that apply). 

(a) The Marketing Manager 

(b) The Proprietor 

(c) A committee of the top executives 

(d) The respective branch managers 

(e) Any other (Pis specify) ____________ _ 

8. How often do you use the following strategies in pricing? 

Hardly ever Most frequently 

l 2 3 4 5 
I Give discount to customers ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

2 Use uniform price in 
all branches ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

3 Use different price 
in each location ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

4 kim-the-cream ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

5 Penetration ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

6 One Price ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) 

7 Flexible Price ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

II 



8 Unit Pricing () () () () () 

9 Price lining ( ) ( ) () ( ) () 

lO Leader ~ricing ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) () 

11 odd pricing ( ) () () () ( ) 

9. Please list any other pricing trategies you might have 

ii _______________________ _ 

iii _______________________ _ 

iv ________________ , ________ _ 

lO. What pricing strategy does your Supermarket adopt when expecting more 

customers to turn up for shopping, as during special occasions? (Tick the 

statement(s) that apply) 

(a) Price reduction of all major items 

(b) Price increases of all the major i terns 

(c) Price reduction of some products, and increases in others 

(d) we are not sensitive to these expectations, and therefore we do not adjust prices. 

(e) any other (Please specify) 

11. What pricing strategy do you usually adopt when introducing a new product? (Tick 

the staternent(s) that apply) 

(a) tart with a I '"' price and gradually raise it 

(b) tart ith a hi h price and graduall I \ er it 

II 



(c) just set a reasonable price that will give some profit 

(d) any other (Pis. specify) ___________ _ 

12. Are the prices for all the it ms similar in all your Supermarket branches within 

Nairobi? 

(a) All prices are th am in all ur ity Branches 

(b) Most pric are the ame in all our City Branches 

(c) Some of our prices are the same in all our City Branches 

(d) Our prices vary from branch to branch. 

13 . Please indicate the importance of the following factors in as far as they affect your 

pricing strategies. 

Totally very 
unimportant important 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 Demand considerations () () () () ( ) 

2 Competition () () ( ) () ( ) 
3 Resale price maintenance ( ) () ( ) ( ) () 

4 Leader pricing () () () ( ) () 

5 Price lining () () () () ( ) 

6 odd pricing ( ) () () () ( ) 

7 Multiple unit pricing ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) () 

8 Handling and selling costs ( ) ( ) ( ) () () 

9 Quantity di counts from 
supplier ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

II 



14. Please list any other factors which you think influence your pricing strategies 

ii _____________________ _ 

Ill ______________________ _ 

IV ____________________________________ _ 

15. Please list the main problems experienced by this supermarket in pricing. 

!. ________________________ _ 

II. _____________________________ _ 

Ill. ______________________ _ 

LV. _______________________ __ 

16. Please indicate the level of importance your supermarket attaches to the following 

aspects/attributes of pricing: 

i.The number of supermarkets 
that presently compete with 
you 

ii. Quality of the product 

iii. The profit margin 

IV . ustomer satisfaction 

v. Volume of ales 
vi. The expectati n that m re 

customer will do their 
hopping 

totally 
unimportant 

Very 
important 

4 5 

II 

1 2 3 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

()()()() () 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( 



vii. location of the supermarket 

viii. reliability of suppliers 

ix.Price guidelines from suppliers 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

17. Please indicate the ext nt t whi h the following are a threat to you as competitors 

i. Other supermarkets 

ii. Other retail shops 

iii. Hawkers 

t tally very 
unimportant important 

1 2 3 4 5 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

() ()()() () 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

11 7 



APPENDIX 2a 

List of Supennarl{ets in Nairobi. 

1 African Grocers* 36 Ladywood Farm Store* 
2 Aladin Largi & o. 37 Makro Supermarket* 
3 Alpha Woollen 38 Muthaiga Mini Market 
4 Ashunt ngine r "' 39 Nemchand Narshi & Co. 
5 Barns Supennark t 40 Parklands price Rite 
6 Bashir Pr vi ion t r 41 Peponi grocers 
7 Broadway tore 42 Pop-In (A) Ltd. 
8 Budget upennarket 43 Safeway 
9 Buruburu Supermarket 44 Sai general store 
lO Caledonian Supermarket 45 Select n' pay 
11 Camesh 46 Schilada Supermarket 
12 Chandarana* 47 Shabana* 
13 Cleanway 48 Sippy' s Ltd.* 
14 Continental* 49 Shopper's paradise 
15 Country* 50 Sondu enterprices 
16 Ebrahim's* 51 Sonvirco Ltd.* 
17 Esso* 52 South C Supermaket 
18 Faire Faire Ltd.* 53 Spicy Spices* 
19 General Foods* 54 Spring Valley Spkt. 
20 Gigiri 55 Star Shop* 
21 Goodfare Stores* 56 Starehe* 
22 Hamza 57 Sterlin* 
23 Harry's* 58 Supervalue Spkt. * 
24 Hot & Spicy* 59 Tesco Self Service 
25 Hurlingham grocers* 60 Tricor Enterprices 
26 Jamia* 61 Tristar* 
27 Jack & Jill * 62 Tusker* 
28 Juja Rd . Fancy store 63 Uchumi* 
29 K & A Self Selection* 64 Ukwala* 
30 Karen Provision Store 65 Vijiko* 
31 Karen uper grocers 66 Vishal* 
32 Karen Supermarket 67 Westlands en. Store* 
33 Kilimani green grocers 68 Westlands upermarket* 
34 La Baguette* 69 Woodley Gr cers 
35 Lady Farm shop 70 Woolworths 

71 Nakumatt* 

upermarket vi ited 

urce: Ken 'a u m irect r 

l l 



Arwcndh: 21! 

S ' Supermarket Are<l No. ol No. of No. of Age "' ' I 

No. sq.lt hnploycrs checkouts branches (years) 

-- --
Vijiko 1000 H 2 24 

1 Tusker 13000 75 16 2 7. 0 
3 Visha l 6000 40 4 I 1.0 
4 .lack & .Jill 30000 ~50 18 2 14 
5 Country 000 20 2 2 R.O 
6 .lamia 11000 15 2 I 5.0 
7 Tristar 5000 10 2 I 4.0 
8 Ebrahim's 23000 100 8 I 27 
9 Wcstlands 9000 80 10 4 15 
10 Ladywood I 100 7 1 7.0 
II Continental 5500 20 3 1 ~ 
12 Shabana 4000 20 2 0. 5 
13 Esso 4900 60 11 11 5 .0 
14 Nakumatt 70000 800 45 5 1 (J 
15 West1ands Gen. 6000 19 3 1 37 
1 (J La Baguette 2400 25 I I O.S 
17 I lot & Spicy 1300 8 I I R.O 
IX llchurni 110000 1000 120 12 1) 

19 Chandarana 10000 50 5 2 7.0 
20 Alrican grocers 2000 7 3 35 
21 Clcncral Foods 7500 30 2 3-+ 
11 ~fakro 7500 20 4 14 

Total (n = 22) 297.500 2664 259 54 301 
l'otal (n = 21 )"' · 202.500 1664 149 42 
A,·erage(n =2 I) · · 9.643 79 6.9 2 I' 7 

· <H!C as at Mav 1997 
~ . 
e ·c lt1 ding Uchum i 



Appendix 3a General Findings 

Area 

I. Supplies Condition 
i. Supplies at no e tra ·ost 
ii. Some supplies at no cost 
iii . Some supplies at s< me cost 

2. 1\ lont h ly Sale. Dist rihution 

3. 

4. 

5. 

i . Sale, evenly spread 
ii. Sales highe tat first and 

last week of the month 

Annual Sales Distribution 
(n = 2 t) 

i . Sales highest at Christmas 
ii. Sales highest during other 

non holiday seasons. 

Responsibility of Price Setting 

i. The Marketing Manager 
ii. Proprietor 
iii. Committee of top executives 

iv. Respective branch managers 
v. Any other 

Strategy in preparation for· 
c;;pecial occasions 

i. Price reduction of major 
items 

ii . Pnce Increase and decrease 
iii. Not sensitive 
iv. Depend . on sea on 

6. Strate~ in introducing new product 

I I 

Overall (n = 22) 
No. 

lR 
1 
3 

5 

17 

20 

7 
3 
5 
3 
4 

II 
4 
4 

3 

2 

LS 

R 1.8 
4.5 
13 .6 

22.7 

77.3 

95 

4.8 

31.8 
13.6 
22.7 
13.6 
IR .2 

50 
I~ . -

I < .2 
1'6 

!) , ] 

4.-

1 



7. Similarity of Prices (n =8) 

i. Same in all branches 6 75 
ii. Vary from branch to branch 2 25 

AJ!pen ix 3b General Finding. by age. 

Area 

1. upplics onditions age 
G 1 (n = 10) G2 (n = 12) 

No. % No. % 

i. Supplies at no extra cost 8 80 10 83.3 
ii. Some supplies at no cost I 8.3 
iii. Some supplies at some cost 2 20 1 8.3 

2. Monthly Sales Distribution 

i. Sales evenly spread 3 30 2 16.7 
ii. Sales highest at first and 

last week of the month 7 70 10 83.3 

3. Annual Sales Distribution 
(n =21) 

i. Sales highest at Christmas 9 90 11 91.7 
ii. Sales highest during other 

non holiday seasons. 1 10 

4. Responsibility of Price Setting 

i. The Marketing Manager 3 30 4 43 .3 
i i. Proprietor 2 20 I 8.3 
iii. Committee of top executives 1 10 4 33 .3 
iv . Re pective branch managers 1 10 2 16.7 

v. An other 3 30 l 8.3 

5. trategy in preparation for 
pecial occa ion 

i. Price reduction f ma· or 
it Ill 5 50 

ii. I I incr a and d cr a 2 0 I >.7 



iii. Not sensitive 
iv. Depends on season 

6. St1·atey in introducing new pnlduct 

i. Low price, then incrcns 
ii. Jligh price, th n d 
iii. Reasonabl pn 

iv. Depends 

7. Similarity of Price ( n = 8) 

i. Same in all branches 
ii. Vary from branch to branch 

Appendix 3c General Findings by size 

Area 

t. Supplies Conditions 

i. Supplies at no extra cost 
ii. Some supplies at no cost 
iii. Some supplies at some cost 

2. Monthly Sales Distribution 

i. Sales evenly spread 
ii. Sales highest at first and 

last week of the month 

3. Annual ale: Distribution 

4. 

(n =21) 
t. ale highe tat hristma 
ii. Sales highest during other 

non holida eason . 

R pon ihilit. of Pric tting 

i. 'I h tarketing 1anager 
ii. Pre pri or 
iii. ( mmitt o t< p utiv 

2 
l 

l 
l 
7 
l 

3 
1 

20 
lO 

10 
10 
70 
10 

75 
25 

2 
2 

l l 

3 
1 

Size 
Gl (n=6) 
No. % 

4 66.7 
1 16.7 
1 16.7 

16.7 
16.7 

8.3 

9l.7 

75 
25 

G2 (n=l6) 
No. % 

14 87.5 

2 2.5 

16.7 4 25 

5 83.3 12 75 

6 100 14 93.3 

6.7 

7 



iv. Respective branch managers 1 10 2 16.7 
v. Any other 3 30 1 8.3 

5. Strategy in preparation for 
special occasions 

i. Price reduction of maj r 
items 5 50 6 50 

ii. Price incrcas and d 2 20 2 16.7 
iii . Not s nsitiv 2 20 2 16.7 
iv . Dcp nd. on sea 011 1 lO 2 16.7 

6. Stratcy in introducing new pr·oduct 

i. Low price. then increase 1 10 1 8.3 
ii. High price, then decrease 1 lO 
iii. Reasonable price 7 70 11 91.7 

iv. Depe11ds 1 10 

7. Similarity of Prices (n =8) 

i. Same in all branches 3 75 3 75 
ii. Vary from branch to branch 1 25 l 25 

Appendix 3c General Findings by size 

Area Size 
Gl (n=6) G2 (n=16) 
No. % No. % 

1. Supplies Conditions 

i. Supplies at no extra cost 4 66 .7 14 87.5 
ii. Some supplies at no cost 1 16.7 
iii. Some supplies at some cost 1 16 .7 2 2.5 

2. Monthly Sales Di tribution 

1. ales evenly spread I .7 4 25 
II. ales highest at first and 

last \ eek of the month 5 3.3 12 75 



J. Annual Sales Distribution 
(n=21) 
i. Sales highest at Christmas 11 91 .6 9 90 
ii. Sales highest during other 
non holiday seasons . R. 

... Rcsponsihilit~ of Prk' Setting 

i. The Marketing ~tanager 4 33.3 
ii. Proprietor 1 8.3 

iii . Committee <lf top executives 2 16.7 
iv. Respective branch managers I 8.3 
v. 1\ny other 4 :1:1.3 

5. Strategy in preparation for 
!'pccia I occasions 

i. Price reduction of major 
items 5 41.7 

ii. Price increase and decrease 2 16.7 
iii. Not sensitive 2 16.7 

iv . Depends on season 3 25 

6. Stratcy in introducing new product 

i. Low price, then increase 
ii . lligh price. then decrease R.3 
iii. Reasonable price 10 8:1 .3 

iv. Depend 1 8.3 

7. Similarity of Prices (11 =R) 

1. Same in all branches 5 100 
11. \ ary from branch to branch 

J 30 
l 20 
) 30 
l 20 

6 60 
l 20 
") 20 

') 20 

R RO 

33 .) 
) 66 .7 -



Appendix 4a: Price in relation to age of the supermarket 

Age (yrs) Kimbo Kasnku Pishnd .J om a 

l. 0.5 
2. 0.5 186 160 150 155 
3. 1.0 170 155 145 150 
4. 4.0 17 158 
5. 5.0 I 5 169 159 
6. 5.0 175 
7. 7.0 175 155 140 165 
8. 7.0 230 188 155 155 
9. 7.0 179.5 175 139 159 
10. 8.0 175 159 150 149 
11. 8.0 200 
12. 12.0 185 185 149 175 
13. 14.0 175 159 159 
14. 14.0 179 155 168 
15. 15.0 195 150 
16. 16.0 169 154 130 149 
17. 22.0 175 150 139 159 
18. 24.0 l79 165 139 169 
19. 27.0 
20. 34.0 185 185 160 
21. 35.0 185 170 165 165 
22. 37.0 185 189 145 178 

11 = 22 19 17 15 15 



Appendix 4b: Price in Relation to Size of the Supennarket 

Size Prices 
(sq ft) Kimbo Kasuku Pishori Joma 

1,000 179 165 139 169 
1 '100 230 188 155 155 
1,300 200 
2,000 185 170 165 165 
2,300 
2,400 
3,000 175 15 !50 149 
4,000 186 I 0 !50 155 
4,900 
5,000 179 158 
5,500 185 185 149 175 
6,000 185 189 145 178 
6,000 170 155 145 150 
7,500 178 155 168 
7,500 185 185 160 
9,000 195 !50 
10,000 179.5 175 139 159 
11,000 185 169 159 
13,000 175 155 140 165 
30,000 175 159 159 
70,000 169 159 130 149 
110,000 175 150 139 159 

n = 22 19 17 15 15 
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